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The increases in ocean temperature and pCO2 due to climate change are projected to affect 
the growth and future prevalence of Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs) in nearshore waters, but 
systematic studies on the effects these climate drivers have on harmful algal species are lacking. 
In particular, little is known about how future climate scenarios will affect the growth of the toxic 
dinoflagellate Alexandrium catenella, which produces the toxins responsible for paralytic shellfish 
poisoning (PSP) that threaten the health and economy of coastal communities in the Gulf of Maine. 
I examined growth responses of A. catenella and two other naturally co-occurring dinoflagellates 
from Gulf of Maine— Scrippsiella sp., and Amphidinium carterae— in mono and mixed species 
cultures. Experimental treatments included elevated temperature, lower pH, and the combination 
of elevated temperature and lower pH as projected for the year 2100 (20°C; pH 7.8), relative to 
current conditions (15.5°C; pH 8.1).  Results show decreased growth rates of A. catenella under 
elevated temperature and lower pH, and that the decreased in growth rate was largely attributable 
to the effect of temperature. In contrast, the growth rates of Scrippsiella sp. and A. carterae 
increased under elevated temperature and lower pH conditions, with temperature being the primary 
driver of the response. These trends did not change substantially when these species were grown 
in mixed cultures (A. catenella + Scrippsiella sp., and A. catenella + A. carterae), indicating that 
allelopathic or competitive interactions did not affect the experimental outcome under the 
conditions tested. These findings suggest that A. catenella blooms will become less prevalent in 
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There is a large body of research studying the oceanographic factors that regulate 
abundances and distribution patterns of dinoflagellates of the genus Alexandrium, which is 
responsible for paralytic shellfish poisoning (PSP) in many regions of the world (Anderson et al. 
2012). PSP results from human consumption of shellfish or other seafood that is contaminated by 
saxitoxin and its chemical derivatives. Occurrences of PSP have been documented in the western 
literature since 1793 when Captain Vancouver recorded the first known case in his voyage along 
the Northwest Pacific coastline. Four of his crew experienced symptoms of PSP after consuming 
mussels, leading to one death. However, shellfish harvesting goes back thousands of years, and in 
at least the Pacific Northwest, indigenous peoples appear to have recognized shellfish dangers, 
limiting their harvesting based on terrestrial or marine indicators (Silver 2006). In 1936 an 
outbreak of PSP in Nova Scotia, Canada sickened forty-five people and killed two (LoCicero 1975). 
Other PSP outbreaks in the Pacific coastline region have been associated with Gonyaulax catenella 
(Sommer et al. 1937), which is now classified as  A. catenella.  PSP containing mussels have been 
also reported in the 1930s from Bay of Fundy, in the eastern coast of the Atlantic Ocean (Gibbard 
et al. (1939), with especially high concentrations occurring during the summer. It wasn’t until a 
decade later that Medcof et al. (1947) suggested that Gonyaulax tamarensis (i.e., Alexandrium 
catenella), was the main cause of PSP toxicity in the Bay of Fundy. Now its distribution is 
recognized to extend to many temperate and high latitude regions, causing toxic impacts on fish 
and shellfish worldwide  (Anderson et al. 2012). A large outbreak of PSP extending from the Bay 
of Fundy to Massachusetts in 1972 led to the establishment of regular monitoring activity of 
shellfish toxicity (Hurst Jr 1975). Massive blooms leading to PSP outbreaks were also recorded in 
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the Gulf of Maine in 2005 and 2009 (Anderson et al. 2005; McGillicuddy Jr et al. 2014). Several 
factors are known to contribute to the toxic blooms: for example, a strong northeasterly wind that 
carries Alexandrium populations onshore, a nutrient-rich river runoff that stimulates growth, and 
a high cyst abundance in shallow bottom sediments that can serve as an inoculum of vegetative 
cells. 
Gulf of Maine PSP outbreaks have occurred in five different coastal regions: Eastern Maine, 
Western Maine, Massachusetts & Cape Cod Bays, Georges Bank, and the southern salt pond 
embayment (Anderson 1997). This distribution is linked with the counterclockwise circulation of 
in the Gulf of Maine, driving the Eastern Maine Coastal Current that transports water from the Bay 
of Fundy southward, past Eastern Maine, to Massachusetts Bay. The peak level of toxicity and 
time period of blooming varies among the regions. For example, occurrences of PSP are often 
detected later in Eastern Maine compared to the other regions (Anderson 1997). The difference in 
time period of blooming and level of toxicity may suggest different subpopulations of Alexandrium 
that may have strain specific response to the environmental conditions.  
Based on a research survey in spring-summer of 2000, Alexandrium cells were found from 
low to high densities in offshore subsurface water in the Gulf of Maine (Townsend et al, 2005). 
The early stage of this Alexandrium bloom developed between early May and mid-June in the 
Eastern Maine Coastal current, which is known to have nutrient concentrations at its upstream end 
in the northeastern Gulf of Maine. In mid-June, there were relatively high densities of Alexandrium 
cells (1000 – 3000 cells L-1) found in patches that extended into the central of the Gulf, where 
temperatures were 8-10C. During July, high densities of Alexandrium cells (10,000 to 20,000 
cells L-1 ) were found in the frontal region of the Eastern Maine Coastal Current associated with 
warm (8-11C), high-nutrient waters. 
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Climate change has altered, and will continue to alter, the environmental conditions in the 
Gulf of Maine. These waters have been experiencing faster warming compared to other coastal 
temperate regions  since 2004 (Figure 1 from; (Pershing et al. 2015). Since 1982, temperatures in 
the Gulf of Maine have increased by an average of 0.026°C year-1, but after 2004, the rate 
accelerated to 0.26°C year-1(Mills et al. 2013). Furthermore, a recent analysis of 33 years of 
satellite data from the Gulf of Maine show average increase of 0.4°C decade-1 in sea surface 
temperature (Thomas et al. 2017). Ocean acidification, the process whereby increasing amounts 
of CO2 are introduced to surface waters, is projected to cause up to a 0.3 pH decrease globally 
(Figure 2), but the decrease in pH in coastal waters could be much larger due to nutrient and 
dissolved organic carbon inputs (Cai et al. 2011). Marked decreases in pH have been observed in 
coastal regions of the Gulf of Maine, resulting in large part from the introduction of relatively low 
pH water from the Scotian Shelf and Labrador Slope waters (Townsend et al. 2015). These changes 
reduce the normally high buffering capacity of seawater by altering the carbonate system (Gledhill 
et al. 2015). A recent research survey showed that surface waters in the Gulf of Maine have the 
lowest CO32- and aragonite saturation state along the Gulf Coast and East Coast of the USA (Wang 










Figure 1. Sea surface temperature trends from the Gulf of Maine and the global ocean (Pershing 
et al. 2015) 
 
 




Climate drivers of increasing temperature and ocean acidification are expected to influence 
planktonic ecosystems, including abundances and composition of phytoplankton assemblages 
(Gobler et al. 2017; McKibben et al. 2017). Increasing temperatures affect phytoplankton 
physiological rates including growth rates. In particular, increasing temperatures are proposed to 
increase the prevalence of harmful algal species (Shen et al. 2016) and there is evidence of linkages 
between rising temperatures and the distribution of toxic phytoplankton (Gobler et al. 2017). The 
effect of decreasing pH is also anticipated to alter phytoplankton community composition 
(Beardall et al. 2009), through the increased availability of dissolved CO2 concentrations (Sabine 
and Feely 2007). Although the net effect of decreasing pH on the prevalence of HAB species 
remains unclear, some studies suggest that decreasing pH may increase the frequency of HABs 
(Riebesell et al. 2018). Even so, there are far too few data relating climate drivers to HAB species 
for reasonable forecasts to be made on how climate drivers may influence the frequency, intensity 
and distribution of HABs in the future coastal oceans. Systematic observations on growth 
responses to changing temperature and pH are needed (Wells et al. 2015).  
   Although there are numerous studies that have investigated the effects of climate drivers 
(temperature and pH) on phytoplankton, there are far fewer that have focused on HAB species, 
and most of these have three major shortcomings. First, the majority of these studies focus on 
single driver effects (e.g., temperature or pCO2) rather than testing their combined impact, and 
thus cannot capture possible interactive or synergetic effects among multiple drivers (Boyd et al. 
2018). Only a limited number of studies have examined of how multiple drivers, such as 
temperature, pH, and nutrient, affect the growth rate of harmful algal bloom species [e.g, 
temperature & pH (Xue-Fu et al (2008); temperature, pH, and nutrients (Tatters et al (2018)].  
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The second shortcoming is that virtually all of the studies have focused only on HAB 
species, and growth responses to climate drivers have been examined in mono-culture experiments.  
Comparative and other species-species interactions may modify the outcomes observed in mono-
culture experiments.  That is, increasing temperature and pCO2 might enhance the growth rates of 
HAB species, but HAB events may still become less prevalent in the future if the growth of 
potential competitors is enhanced further.  
A third, but important shortcoming is that most culture studies are conducted over only 
short time frames and few generations, sometimes over only a single culture experiment, 
discounting possible physiological acclimation or adaptation, and therefore underestimating the 






























OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESIS 
The goal of this study was to better understand how elevated temperature and pCO2, and 
the combined increase in temperature and pCO2 will affect the competitive interactions of the HAB 
species Alexandrium catenella relative to two dinoflagellate species that have been observed to 
co-occur with it in the Gulf of Maine. Individual effects of temperature or pH on growth of A. 
catenella can provide useful insights, but the combination of multiple drivers and species is more 
informative. Synergistic interactions can greatly alter biological outcomes in ways that cannot be 
predicted using single drivers, and HAB events reflect the outcome of competitive species 
interactions and not simply the consequence of changes in the growth rates of a single HAB species. 
This work is unique in that it is the first to investigate the combined effect of elevated temperature 
and acidification on the growth of A. catenella 
Selection of the dinoflagellates for these competitive experiments was based on the survey 
data of Gettings et al. (2014), who studied the spatial distribution of phytoplankton community 
composition within the Gulf of Maine. Their data showed that the dinoflagellates Scrippsiella sp. 
and Amphidinium carterae often were observed to co-occur with high abundances of A. catenella 
off Georges Bank.  






1)    The competitive ability of Alexandrium catenella, as measured by the cellular growth 
rate, will decrease relative to co-occurring dinoflagellates under combined increasing 
temperature and lowering pH conditions. 
Earlier work (Etheridge and Roesler 2005) has indicated that Alexandrium catenella isolates from 
the Bay of Fundy region have maximal growth rates at ~15°C, and that increasing temperature to 
20°C results in lower growth rates, but this study did not examine the effect of increasing pCO2.  
Hattenrath-Lehmann et al. (2015) measured growth rates (ca. 0.28 d-1) of Alexandrium at 20°C and 
elevated pCO2 , but did not test growth at ambient conditions of lower temperature and pCO2. They 
found that higher pCO2 concentration significantly increased the growth rate of A. catenella strain 
Bay of Fundy. 
2)    Within the phytoplankton community, co-occurring dinoflagellates will outcompete A. 
catenella under combined increasing temperature and lowering pH conditions.  
There have been no investigations studying the relative impacts of climate drivers on Alexandrium 
sp. relative to other dinoflagellates that co-occur with them. Given that competitive outcomes 
among species is a major factor regulating bloom species compositions, this factor is an important 

















MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Culture conditions 
Nonaxenic cultures of Alexandrium catenella (CCMP1978), Scrippsiella sp. (CCMP772), 
and Amphidinium carterae (CCMP1314) were obtained from the The Provasoli-Guillard National 
Center for Culture of Marine Phytoplankton (CCMP). Cultures were grown in polycarbonate 
bottles containing 200 ml of sterile media that was prepared using filtered (GF/F, WhatmanTM, 
Pittsburgh, PA, USA) seawater (salinity ~32.5), collected from the dock of the University of Maine 
Darling Marine Center (Walpole, ME, USA). The seawater was augmented with 16 mol L-1 NO3-, 
16 mol L-1  Si(OH)4, 3 mol L-1 PO43- and ¼ L1 concentration of trace metal and vitamins 
(Guillard and Hargraves 1993) to reflect Gulf of Maine deep water nutrient concentrations 
(Townsend et al, 2010), henceforth referred to as GoM media.  
The three clones were acclimated to GoM growth media for > 4 months prior to the 
experiments. Cultures were illuminated by cool fluorescent lights with a 14:10 hours light:dark 
cycle. The culture media was bubbled with mixed air containing either 400 ppm CO2 or 1000 ppm 
of CO2 (SpecAir Specialty Gases, Maine, USA) to achieve target values of pH 8.1, representing 
present-day conditions, and pH 7.8, representing projected end-of-century pCO2 conditions (IPCC 
2014). Cultures were grown in a temperature controlled room (15.9 + 0.2 C). Flask containing 
controls and treatments were placed in temperature controlled baths to maintain constant 
temperatures of 15°C (controls) or 20°C (treatments). All experiments were run in a semi 
continuous batch mode, whereby cultures were grown for 5-7 days. Before reaching stationary 
phase,  small aliquots of cells were transferred to a fresh GoM media for the next growth series.  
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In this way, cells are maintained in their exponential growth phase, with their nutrient-replete 
growth rates reflecting their response to the treatment conditions.   
In most cases, all controls and experimental treatments of A. catenella and Scrippsiella sp. 
in mono cultures were done in triplicate, while in A. carterae the cultures were done in duplicate 
(Table 1). However, it was not possible to have culture replications in mixed culture experiments 
because I had multiple treatments of mono cultures along with the mixed cultures. Therefore, I did 
triplicate cell counts instead of triplicate cultures.  
Past studies have shown that turbulence can negatively affect the growth and motility of 
some dinoflagellates. Given that bubbling was used to regulate pH in this study, a preliminary 
experiment was conducted to determine if the bubbling conditions used here influenced the growth 
rates of A. catenella. To minimize turbulence, only low gas flow rates were used along with tubes 
that produced large diameter gas bubbles. Although this approach would be less efficient for gas 
exchange, meaning potentially longer bubbling times, it reduced the intensity of  small-scale shear 
effects that would occur with fine-sized bubbles. Indeed, when tested against non-bubbled cultures, 
aeration had no effect on the growth of A. catenella (Figure 19 in appendix). 
A Fisher Scientific accumet pH meter AR 15 was used to measure pH, and the slope 
response calibrated with standard pH buffer solutions (National Bureau of Standard). The signal 
offset due to imbalance across the electrode liquid junction potential was calibrated using the 
certified seawater pH calibration standard available from the CO2 in Seawater Measurement 
Facility laboratory of A. Dickson at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography. On days when pH 
drift was measured, cultures were bubbled with the appropriate mixed air (400 or 1000 ppm) until 
pH adjustment was complete (< 10 min per culture). In these cases, all cultures were bubbled 
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(control and treatments) to avoid potential bias. Variability in temperature and pH in culture 
vessels is shown in Appendix Figure 10. 
Growth Rate Measurements 
Samples for cell counts were taken daily from the culture vessels and cells were preserved 
in buffered formalin (1% final concentration). A 1 ml sample was placed on a Sedgwick-Rafter 
slide and the number of cells in the entire volume was counted under an inverted microscope 
(Nikon- TMS F model). In the preliminary experiment, triplicate counting of A. catenella was done 
to account the uncertainty in the counting. In day-1, the average cell count was 25 + 1 (SD) and in 
day-7, the average cell count was 230 + 8.5 (SD).  
Accurate microscope counts for A. carterae are difficult due to its small cell size (+ 10.9 
m) so cell numbers of this species were acquired using an Imaging FlowCytoBot (IFCB, McLane). 
A. carterae cells were counted using a sample volume ranged between 1-10 mL, depending on the 
concentration of cells. 







where Nt is the number of cells at time t, N0 is the initial number of cells n and ∆t is the duration 







Table 1. The number of repeat semi-continuous batch cultures in mono cultures and the number 






A. catenella Control & acidification 1st 3 
  2nd 3 
  3rd 1 
  4th 1 
  5th 3 
 Increasing temperature 1st 3 
  2nd 3 
  3rd 1 
  4th 1 
 Combined effect 1st 3 
  2nd 3 
  3rd 1 
  4th 1 
Scrippsiella sp. All treatments 1st 3 
  2nd 1 
  3rd 3 
  4th 3 
  5th 3 
A. carterae All treatments 1st 2 
  2nd 2 
  3rd 2 




Effects of temperature and pH — mono culture experiments 
Growth responses of the three dinoflagellate species were measured as a function of 
increasing temperature, decreasing pH, and combined increasing temperature and decreasing pH  
(“greenhouse”) conditions (Figure 3). These experiments were performed to evaluate the effect of 
single and multiple climate drivers on the comparative growth rates and competitive interactions 
between the HAB forming A. catenella and two other dinoflagellate species: Scrippsiella sp. and 
A. carterae. The four experimental conditions tested are shown in Figure 3. Due to the labor 
intensive nature of these experiments, each species was tested in a separate set of experiments (4-
6 weeks per species). 
 
Figure 3. Mono culture incubation conditions 
 
Each experiment was conducted as follows: a small inoculum (~ 30 cells mL-1) was 
transferred into fresh growth media and cell growth rates were monitored daily for a period of 5-7 
days.  This duration was chosen based on preliminary growth experiments that showed that cells 
typically ended exponential growth and entered the stationary growth in this time frame. On Day 
6 or 7, cell inoculums from the replicates for each treatment were transferred to fresh media and 
maintained under same growth conditions for another 5-7 days of daily growth rates measurements.  
These measurements were repeated over the course of 4 to 5 consecutive transfers (4-5 weeks) to 
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ensure that acclimation of the cells to the culture conditions had occurred (indicated by <10% 
change in cell growth rates among successive batch cultures) (Figure 11 in appendix). 
Effects of temperature and pH— mixed culture experiments 
The response of species in monocultures reflects the physiological effects of treatment 
conditions; however in nature both positive and negative allelopathic interactions among species 
can occur (Felpeto and Vasconcelos 2016). To better understand the effect of temperature and pH 
on the competitive interactions among dinoflagellates observed to often co-occur together in Gulf 
of Maine surface waters, mixed cultures of A. catenella with (1) Scrippsiella sp. or (2) A. carterae 
were grown under two sets of conditions: control conditions representative of present day surface 
waters, and greenhouse conditions of elevated temperature (20°C) and pCO2 (1000 ppm) (Figure 
4). Growth rates of these species in culture were then compared to each other, and to the results 
from mono-culture growth experiments under the same conditions.  
 
 





Comparison of the outcome from competitive interactions among species is complicated 
by the inherent differences in maximal growth rates that exist among species.  The growth rates of  
A. carterae and Scrippsiella sp. were higher than A. catenella in high temperature conditions, so 
it was necessary to adjust initial cell numbers in the mixed cultures to ensure they did not 
numerically overwhelm A. catenella by the end of the experiment. For example, the starting cell 
concentrations of A. catenella and Scrippsiella sp. in the mixed controls were 58 and 36 cells mL-, 
respectively, while starting cell concentration of A. catenella was slightly higher in greenhouse 
treatment: 64 and 37 cells mL-1, respectively. Similar to the methods with mono culture 
experiments, cultures were grown in a semi-continuous batch mode and maintained in the 
exponential phase. Growth rates between mono cultures and mixed cultures were compared to see 
whether or not there was biological interaction, such as allelopathy, between these two species. 
Cell size measurement  
A 5 ml sample of monocultures of A. catenella and Scrippsiella and 1 ml sample of A. 
carterae were used to measure the cell sizes in the IFCB. The number of selected cells from each 
species used to calculate the cell’s volume is shown in Table 2. Cell size was measured on Day 5 
while cells were still in exponential growth. A custom-made MATLAB software was used to 
process images and obtain biovolume from each image. 
Statistical analysis 
One-way ANOVA was used to measure for significant differences among treatments 










Mono cultures experiments 
Alexandrium catenella 
Temperature control in the A. catenella culture experiments were maintained at 15 + 0.47 C  
(± 1 SD) for the control cultures and acidified (pH 7.8) treatments, and at 20.4 + 0.22 C for the 
elevated temperature and greenhouse (high temperature, low pH)  treatments. There were small 
upward drifts in pH (≤ 0.05 pH) in both the control and acidified treatments each day which were 
corrected with short (< 10 min) periods of bubbling with the appropriate mixed gases. With these 
daily corrections, the pH was maintained at 8.07+ 0.03 in the control, at 7.82 + 0.02 in the acidified 
treatment, at 8.03 + 0.03 in the elevated temperature treatment, and at 7.79 + 0.01 in the greenhouse 
treatment. 
A. catenella growth was exponential in controls and treatments, although growth rates varied 
with treatment. A representative example of the growth response in the cultures is shown for A. 
catenella in Figure 5, illustrating both the cell counts over time and the exponential phase used for 
calculating cell growth rates. Mean growth rates of A. catenella in the triplicate controls and 
acidified treatments were 0.36 + 0.04 d-1 and 0.34 + 0.02 d-1 (±1 SD), respectively (Figure 6).  In 
contrast, growth rates were substantially lower in the elevated temperature and greenhouse 
treatments, at 0.14 + 0.07 d-1 and  0.10 + 0.12 d-1 (± 1 SD), respectively, or  61%-72% lower than 





Scrippsiella sp.  
The Scrippsiella sp. growth experiments were maintained at 14.94 + 0.17 C (± 1 SD) in 
the control and acidified treatments, and at 20.31 + 0.13 C in the elevated temperature and 
greenhouse treatments. As with the A. catenella experiments, small drifts in pH (< 0.05 pH) 
occurred over 24 h in many cultures, and in these cases all cultures were bubbled (< 10 min) with 
the appropriate mixed gases. The pH after correction was 8.07 + 0.03 in the control, 7.83 + 0.03 
in the acidified treatment, 8.09 + 0.01 in the elevated temperature treatment, and 7.81 + 0.03 in 
greenhouse treatment. 
The average growth rates of Scrippsiella sp. in controls and acidified treatments were 0.26 
+ 0.04 d-1 and 0.23 + 0.03 d-1 (± 1 SD), respectively, while growth rates increased in the elevated 
temperature & greenhouse treatments to 0.34 + 0.05 d-1 and 0.36 + 0.06 d-1 (± 1 SD), a 46.2% 
increase relative to the control (t-test, p<0.05) (Figure 6). 
Amphidinium carterae  
Temperatures in the A. carterae growth experiments were maintained at 15.08 + 0.19 C 
(± 1 SD) for the controls and acidified treatments, and 19.99 + 0.06 C in the elevated temperature 
and greenhouse treatments. After daily bubbling when needed, the pH was 8.14 + 0.07 in the 
controls, 7.82 + 0.05 in the acidified treatments, 8.18 + 0.08 in the elevated temperature treatments, 
and 7.87 + 0.05 in the greenhouse treatments. 
Mean growth rates of A. carterae were 0.42 + 0.16 d-1 and 0.38 + 0.18 d-1 (± 1 SD) in the 
control and acidified treatments, but increased significantly with temperature in the elevated 
temperature & greenhouse treatments to 0.53 + 0.19 d-1 and 0.5 + 0.2 d-1 (± 1 SD), an increase of 
19%-26.2% relative to the controls (t-test, p>0.05) (Figure 6).  
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In some cases, the initial semi-continuous batch culture showed different growth responses 
than the subsequent series, suggesting the cultures were in the process of acclimating to the 
experimental conditions.  This initial difference was particularly true for A. carterae, where growth 
rates are markedly higher in the 1st batch culture than in the subsequent transfer cultures (Figure 















Figure 5. (a) Example of the change in cell numbers over time for A. catenella in the experimental 
control, and  (b)  Log 2 cell number data from (a) showing the exponential increase in cell 


























































Figure 6. Growth rates of monocultures of A. catenella (white bars), Scrippsiella sp. (black bars), 
and A. carterae (grey bars), acclimated to acidification, elevated temperature and greenhouse 
treatments. Bars indicate mean + SD of growth rates (n=3-5).  The black stars represent statistically 










































Mixed culture experiments 
For this series of experiments, A. catenella was grown in the presence of either Scrippsiella 
sp. or A. carterae to evaluate the potential of allelopathic or other interactive effects on the growth 
responses under ambient (control) conditions and under the elevated temperature and low pH 
conditions used in the mono-culture experiments. 
(1) Alexandrium & Scrippsiella 
The temperature in the competitive growth experiments with A. catenella and Scrippsiella 
sp. was maintained at 14.75 + 0.13 C in the control bath, while the greenhouse treatments were  
kept stable at 20.21 + 0.62 C. After daily small corrections with bubbling when needed, the pH 
in the control cultures was maintained at 8.11 + 0.06, and 7.86 + 0.07 in greenhouse treatments. 
Average growth rate of the A. catenella in the presence of Scrippsiella sp. was 0.33 + 0.03 
d-1 in the control conditions, which is not statistically different from the average growth rate 
measured in monocultures under these conditions (Figure 7; p>0.05). In contrast, average growth 
rates of Scrippsiella sp. was slightly elevated (0.31 + 0.03 d-1) but not significant over that 
measured in the monocultures (Figure 7). Average growth rate of A. catenella under greenhouse 
conditions decreased by ~40% to 0.2 + 0.015  d-1 (± 1 SD), a statistically significant drop (student 
t-test, p<0.001) (Figure 7). In contrast, Scrippsiella sp. growth rates increased by ~52% in these 
mixed cultures under greenhouse conditions to 0.42 + 0.05 d-1 (±1 SD) (student’s t-test, p<0.05). 
This significant increased in growth rate duplicated that in the monoculture experiment. 
(2) Alexandrium & Amphidinium 
Temperature in the A. catenella and A. carterae control bath was maintained at 14.89 + 0.14 
C, and 19.92 + 0.1 C in the greenhouse treatments, while pH, after small daily correction when 
needed, was 8.15 + 0.02 in controls and 7.84 + 0.03 in greenhouse treatments. 
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The mean growth rate of the A. catenella under the control conditions in this experimental 
series was 0.32 + 0.03 d-1, or nearly identical (0.36 + 0.04 day-1) to that in controls of the other 
experiments (Figure 6). Alexandrium catenella growth rates decreased to 0.16 + 0.12 d-1under the 
greenhouse conditions, a 50% decrease relative to the control (student’s t-test, p<0.05). This 
growth rate did not differ significantly from those measured in mixed culture with Scrippsiella sp. 
or in the monoculture experiments.  Similarly, the average growth rate of A. carterae in the mixed 
controls was 0.29 + 0.08 d-1, consistent with the rates measured in monocultures (Figure 8). A. 
carterae growth increased in the greenhouse treatments to 0.51 + 0.15 d-1, or by 76.12%, which is 
significantly higher relative to the control. Growth in the first batch culture of the semi-continuous 
culture series was markedly higher than in subsequent series, suggesting acclimation was occurring. 
Removing the first batch culture from the growth rate calculations decreases the overall mean to 
0.44 + 0.045 d-1 but the enhanced growth was still significantly higher than that measured in the 




















Figure 7. Growth rates of A. catenella (white bars) and Scrippsiella sp. (black bars) acclimated to 
ambient and combined treatments in mono and mixed cultures. Bars indicate mean + SD (n=5) of 
the average growth rates. Black stars represent significant differences (p<0.05) in growth rate 





































Figure 8. Growth rates of A. catenella (white bars) and A. carterae (grey bars) acclimated to 
ambient and combined treatments in mono and mixed cultures. Data are shown as the mean + SD 
(n=4) of the average growth rates. The black stars represent significant differences (p<0.05) of the 












































Effect of elevated temperature and acidified on cell size 
There were no significant differences in the biovolume of either A. catenella or A. carterae 
cells under greenhouse conditions relative to that in their respective controls (student’s t-test, 
p>0.05) (Figure 9a, c). In contrast, the biovolume of Scrippsiella sp. was significantly lower in 
greenhouse treatment relative to the control  (student’s t-test, p<0.05) (Figure 9b). The biovolume 
median and means of all three species are given in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Species biovolume (median and mean) 
Species 
Cell number Volume median (m3) Volume mean (m3) + SD 
Control Greenhouse Control Greenhouse Control Greenhouse 
Alexandrium 335 69 6741.6 6402.1 7245.6 + 2813.5 6686.8 + 2361.3 
Scrippsiella 246 459 5323.1 3785.4 5542.5 + 2128.2 3956.5 + 1381.5 












Figure 9. Box plot of average cell volume of (a) A. catenella, (b) Scrippsiella sp. and (c) A. 
carterae. The conditions are ambient (15°C; pH 8.1) and greenhouse (20°C; pH 7.8) measured 
after the cells had acclimated for 3-4 sequential transfers in the exponential phase in monoculture. 
The black star represents significant differences (p<0.05) for the greenhouse treatment relative to 










The Gulf of Maine is experiencing acidification of coastal waters (Wang et al. 2017; 
Wanninkhof et al. 2015) and particularly rapid increases in regional temperatures (Thomas et al. 
2017), changes that have been suggested to have opposite effects on growth rates of Alexandrium 
catenella (Etheridge and Roesler 2005; Hattenrath-Lehmann et al. 2015). This study is the first to 
examine the synergetic effects of these two factors on the growth of Alexandrium catenella and 
other dinoflagellates that were observed to co-exist with Alexandrium in the Gulf of Maine.  
Close control of temperature and pH were necessary to maintain the integrity of the 
experimental conditions. Temperature was well regulated, being within 3 percent of the target 
levels in the controls and treatments over the course of all experiments. The control of pH was 
challenged by ongoing photosynthesis and respiration in the cultures, which led to small changes 
in pH (< 0.05 for controls and < 0.03 for the acidified treatments) between sampling times. When 
these offsets were measured, mainly when biomass was greatest near the end of each batch 
experiment, cultures were individually bubbled slowly with premixed air (400 ppm CO2 or 1000 
ppm CO2) to reset pH to the target levels.  Several methods have been used in past studies to 
regulate CO2 (hence pH) in culture flasks (Riebesell et al. 2011). One approach is to add strong 
acid directly to seawater reducing the alkalinity, and thus seawater buffering capacity, but the 
addition of acid can affect a range of metabolic processes. A second approach, which was used in 
this study, is bubbling CO2 into the growth media. A concern with bubbling CO2 into the media is 
the potential harmful effect of turbulence on growth of dinoflagellates (Berdalet 1992). My 
preliminary experiment showed that the bubbling method used here had no effect on A. catenella’s 
growth, consistent with other findings that A. catenella is not sensitive to low levels of turbulence 
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(Sullivan and Swift 2003). Empirical observations showed no indications that either Scrippsiella 
sp. or A. carterae were negatively affected by bubbling (personal observation). 
 Responses of phytoplankton to changes of temperature and pH can vary greatly among 
species depending, for example, on their temperature norm for growth (Boyed et al, 2005) and the 
challenge is to predict who will be the winners and losers under future scenarios of sea surface 
temperature and pH in the Gulf of Maine. It has been suggested that the continued increase in sea 
surface temperature will facilitate the growth of some HAB species (Gobler et al. 2017; McKibben 
et al. 2017), but this change will largely depend on the thermal tolerance of these species and other 
phytoplankton species.   
Xue-Fu  et al (2008) tested the effect of temperature and acidification on the growth of two 
other harmful dinoflagellates Heterogsima akashiwo and Prorocentrum minimum. Using four 
culture conditions—ambient control, high CO2, high temperature, and combined high CO2 and 
high temperature—they showed that high CO2, but not high temperature, had a strong positive 
effect on the growth of H. akashiwo, but that high CO2 and high temperature did not affect the 
growth of P. minimum.  Kremp et al. (2012) used the same experimental design with eight strains 
of Alexandrium ostenfeldii and found that high CO2, high temperature, and their combination had 
differing effects on growth rates.  Three strains showed no change in growth under any of these 
conditions. High CO2 increased the growth of one strain, while high temperature increased the 
growth of three strains. The combination of high temperature and high CO2 increased the growth 
of two strains. Conversely, Tatters et al, (2018) found that combined effect of temperature, 
acidification, and nutrient deficiency had strong interactive effects, particularly for nitrogen and 
nitrogen-high CO2, on diatom community structure at high temperature relative to low temperature 
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conditions. These observations highlight the large range of potential variability in the response of 
phytoplankton to climate drivers, both within and among species. 
The findings here show a decreased in the growth of A. catenella at 20°C compared to 
15°C (Figure 6). This result is consistent with the findings of Etheridge and Roesler (2005) who 
showed that two other strain of A. catenella from the Gulf of Maine had relatively low growth 
rates at 5 and 10 C, a maximal growth rate at 15C, while the growth rates decreased at 20 and 
25C. Since only 4 temperatures were tested in the study by Etheridge and Roesler (2005), it is 
unclear if 150C is indeed the optimal growth temperature for A. catenella or if it lies in some other 
intermediate temperature between 10-20C.  In the natural environment, high abundance of A. 
catenella was found in subsurface water, at depth of ~ 20, and in temperature ranging from 8 to 
11C (Townsend et al, 2005). Therefore, it will be important to determine how growth rates of  A. 
catenella vary across this temperature range. Altogether though, these observations suggest that 
continued warming will not provide favorable conditions for A. catenella outbreaks in the Gulf of 
Maine. 
On the other hand, the two other dinoflagellate species show significantly enhanced growth 
rates in the mono-cultures at higher temperature regardless of pH.  The growth rate of Scrippsiella 
sp. used in this study at 15°C was lower than that reported for Scrippsiella trochoidea from the 
North Sea at this temperature (Hoins et al. (2016) (Table 3).  This result is not surprising as it has 
been shown that thermal reaction norms for growth vary not only among species but also between 
strains within the same species (Boyd et al. 2013). I am not aware of other studies in which growth 
rates of Scrippsiella sp. were measured under temperatures higher than 15C, hence results from 
this study are the first to show enhanced growth under temperature conditions similar to those 
projected for the GOM at the end of the 21st century. Growth rates of Amphidinium carterae also 
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increased in the 20C treatments compared to controls (15C). At the start of the mono-culture 
experiments, the growth rates of A. carterae were markedly higher in all treatments than in 
subsequent continuous batch cultures, unlike that observed in the A. catenella and Scrippsiella sp. 
cultures. This adjustment with time suggests that A. carterae acclimated in the early experiment 
to the general growth conditions, after which the growth rates approached those previously 
reported for the same strain of A. carterae at 20°C (Li et al. 2016).  
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Table 3. Growth rate of Alexandrium sp. and co-occurring dinoflagellates from published literature 
Species Strain Condition  (day-
1) 
Media Method Reference 
A. fundyense Gulf of Maine pH 8; T 15C 0.5 f/2 + selenium Chlorophyll Etheridge and Roesler (2005) 
A. fundyense Gulf of Maine pH 8; T 20C 0.3 f/2 + selenium Chlorophyll Etheridge and Roesler (2005) 
A. fundyense Bay of Fundy pH 8; T 15C 0.3 f/2 + selenium Chlorophyll Etheridge and Roesler (2005) 
A. fundyense Bay of Fundy pH 8; T 20C 0.1 f/2 + selenium Chlorophyll Etheridge and Roesler (2005) 
A. fundyense Northport Bay, NY 390 ppm; T 20C 0.15 f/2-Si Cell counts (Hattenrath-Lehmann et al. 
2015) 
A. fundyense Northport Bay, NY 1200 ppm: T 20C 0.25 f/2-Si Cell counts (Hattenrath-Lehmann et al. 
2015) 
A. fundyense Bay of Fundy 390 ppm; T 20C 0.21 f/2-Si Cell counts (Hattenrath-Lehmann et al. 
2015) 






T 15C 0.41 K Cell counts (Parkhill and Cembella 1999) 
S. trochoidea North Sea 380/800 ppm;  
T 15C 
0.61 f/2  Cell counts (Eberlein et al. 2014) 
S. trochoidea North Sea T 15C 0.61 f/2 Cell counts (Hoins et al. 2016) 
A. carterae Fleet lagon, South 
England 
T 15C 0.38 f/2 Cell counts (Cruz and Okolodkov 2016) 
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Lowering pH in the ocean may benefit certain groups of phytoplankton, including harmful 
algal bloom species, by increasing the concentrations of CO2: the precursor carbon species for 
incorporation into the Calvin-Benson cycle (Sun et al. 2011; Tatters et al. 2013). Lower 
concentration of CO2 at higher pH and combined with elevated concentration of phytoplankton 
biomass can lead to carbon limitation of photosynthesis.  To avoid carbon limitation, many 
phytoplankton species possess carbon-concentrating mechanisms (CCM), whereby bicarbonate 
ions, the most abundant carbon species in seawater, is catalytically converted to CO2 by the carbon 
fixing enzyme ribulose-1, 5-biphosphate carboxylase-oxygenase (RuBisCO) (Morse et al. 1995; 
Raven and Beardall 2014). However, differences in the RuBisCO affinity for bicarbonate among 
species alters the efficiency of this conversion, and influences the competitive interactions in 
phytoplankton assemblages (Beardall et al. 2009). As decreasing pH begins to reduce carbon 
limitation, this competitive balance may shift among species, potentially leading to alterations in 
phytoplankton community composition (Rost et al. 2003). The wide diversity in efficiencies of 
CCMs, and the range of phytoplankton species possessing them (Raven and Beardall 2014) 
suggest that some species of dinoflagellates could benefit from decreased pH, perhaps increasing 
the competitive interactions with toxic HAB species as ocean acidification intensifies. Thus far, 
however, results from experiments on the effects of pH on dinoflagellate growth here are 
inconclusive. 
Lowering pH may have negative impact on the growth of marine phytoplankton. McQuaid 
et al. (2018) showed that reducing carbonate ion by acidification leads to a reduced iron uptake 
capabilities of phytoplankton. They hypothesized that phytotransferrin, an iron binding protein, 
needs a sufficient amount of carbonate ions to bind with iron in the ocean. As carbonate ion 
decreases by acidification, the condition leads to a decrease in the growth rate of the diatoms.  It’s 
not clear whether the same concerns apply to dinoflagellates. Lowering pH may impact processes 
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at the phytoplankton cell surface, especially in the boundary layer. Increased [H+] makes pH 
conditions outside and inside cells different, so cells need additional energy to transport ions across 
the cell membrane to stabilize the gradient. The need of additional energy then may have an impact 
on the metabolic processes of the cell (Flynn et al, 2012). It is a reminder that bulk measurements 
of seawater pH likely differ markedly from what the cell is experiencing at its boundary layer. 
In this study, there was no apparent effect of lower pH on the growth of A. catenella, 
Scrippsiella sp., or A. carterae at either 15°C or 20°C (Figure 6). This finding is in agreement with 
previous studies showing that the growth of other harmful algal bloom species does not generally 
change under lowered pH conditions. Kremp et al. (2012) tested the growth of Alexandrium 
ostenfeldii from the Baltic Sea under acidified conditions achieved by bubbling CO2 gas at 750 
ppm at 20°C and 24°C. They found that seven of the eight strains of A. ostenfeldii from the Baltic 
Sea were unaffected by lowered pH levels, although the growth of one strain did increase at lower 
pH. No significant effect of acidification on the growth of A. catenella and Scrippsiella trochoidea 
was found for strains from the east coast of Scotland (Eberlein et al. 2014; Hoins et al. 2016; Van 
de Waal et al. 2014). Eberlein et al. (2014) tested A. tamarense at 15°C in pCO2 conditions ranging 
from 180 ppm to 1200 ppm. Their results also show no significant difference in growth rate under 
low and high pCO2, and they suggested that A. catenella and S. trochoidea feature efficient carbon 
concentrating mechanisms (CCMs) that allow them to readily access an inorganic carbon HCO3- 
ion at higher pH. The growth rates of other toxic groups of dinoflagellates such as Prorocentrum 
sp. from the Inland Bays of Delaware, and Karenia mikimotoi from China, also were unaffected 
by decreased pH (Fu et al. 2008; Hu et al. 2017). In contrast, some studies have shown growth 
enhancement of Karenia brevis, A. minutum, A. catenella in acidification experiments (Errera et 
al. 2014; Flores‐Moya et al. 2012; Hattenrath-Lehmann et al. 2015; Tatters et al. 2013). These 
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species, or clones, may lack efficient carbon concentrating mechanisms such that their 
photosynthetic activity is more dependent on free CO2 concentrations (Fu et al. 2012). Hattenrath-
Lehmann et al. (2015) used a different strain of A. catenella than that used in this study, and 
observed a ~30% increase in growth rates when pCO2 was increased from 390 ppm to 800 ppm 
(from 0.21 d1 to 0.28 d1) while my findings show no increased growth at 1000 ppm (Figure 6). 
The underlying cause for this difference is unclear, but differences in culture methodology (e.g., 
nutrient concentration in culture media, light), or perhaps the difference in acidification (800 ppm 
vs 1000 ppm) could contribute to the different outcomes. 
 Differences in growth response might also be a consequence of strain variability. Cruzat 
et al. (2018) reported that A. catenella had high genetic diversity as measured by phylogenetic 
analysis. The findings on the growth of A. ostenfeldii by Kremp et al. (2012) showed how 
important strain variability can be in determining the growth response to climate drivers. Further 
studies on strain-specific growth responses of A. catenella isolated from the Gulf of Maine are 
needed. 
There were no clear differences in the relative growth responses of A. catenella, 
Scrippsiella sp., or A. carterae between the monoculture and mixed culture experiments, 
suggesting that there were no allelopathic or other intra-species interactions. Phytoplankton are 
known to produce and release secondary metabolites that can inhibit the growth of co-occurring 
phytoplankton. Although the specific trigger for allelochemical production is not known, 
competition for resources is likely responsible. Lyczkowski and Karp-Boss (2014) used cell free 
filtrate from A. catenella cultures to study allelopathic interactions with the diatom Thalassiosira 
cf. gravida and showed that biocompounds in the filtrate temporarily reduced T. gravida growth 
rates and nutrient utilization. In another study, cell-free filtrate of A. catenella also inhibited natural 
assemblages of diatoms and nano flagellates; however, dinoflagellates were not negatively 
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affected in these natural population experiments (Hattenrath-Lehmann and Gobler 2011). This 
specificity in the functional group impacts may be one of the reasons of why no allelopathic effects 
were observed in this study, although it may also be that the low cell numbers of A. catenella used 
here (to minimize pH shifts over time) were below the threshold needed to inhibit the growth of 
other dinoflagellates. 
 Although the findings here show no enhanced growth of A. catenella at lower pH, 
acidification may affect other important physiological aspects. There is the potential that pH 
change will alter respiration rates, although preliminary work with the diatom T. weisfloggii 
suggests this effect may be small (Goldman et al. 2017). In the diatom Pseudonitzchia, the effects 
of acidification and lower P concentration make the species more toxic (Sun et al. 2011). Similarly, 
the cellular toxicity of A. catenella from North Bay, NY, increased at lower pH (Hattenrath-
Lehmann et al. 2015). It is possible then that any temperature-driven decreases in A. catenella 
abundance in the Gulf of Maine may be offset to some degree by increasing cellular toxicity 
(Etheridge and Roesler 2005). 
It also must be recognized that most studies, including the work here, investigated the 
effects of temperature and pH on cell growth under nutrient replete conditions (though far less 
replete than used by Hatterant-Lehmann et al (2015)). The responses may be very different under 
nutrient limiting growth conditions. As may be the case for Fe, decreasing pH could influence the 
chemical speciation of dissolved nutrients, and the increased metabolic costs for nutrient 
acquisition under limiting conditions all may interact to alter the growth outcomes shown here 
(McQuaid et al, 2018). Investigating the growth responses of A. catenella and its co-occurring 
dinoflagellates under the natural range of real-world nutrient conditions for stratified surface 
waters is needed to better forecast the response of these phytoplankton in the Gulf of Maine. 
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An intriguing observation in these experiments was the decrease in cell size of Scrippsiella 
sp. under greenhouse conditions in the mono-culture experiment. Decreasing size provides 
advantages in nutrient acquisition due both to increasing surface area: volume ratios and more 
favorable hydrodynamics (Wells 2003). Atkinson et al. (2003) hypothesized that decreasing size 
will enhance cell growth under decreasing pCO2 for the same reasons. Indeed, in Arctic 
phytoplankton assemblages the smaller phytoplankton tend to dominate under comparatively 
warmer and more acidic conditions (Coello-Camba et al. 2014). As sea surface temperatures 
increase and hence the stability of the water column, more prolonged low nutrient conditions are 
expected. Selection pressure for Scrippsiella sp. over A. catenella will then also depend on uptake 
and growth kinetics of the two species at low nutrient concentrations.  
What do the findings of this study mean for the Gulf of Maine? The relative growth 
responses of A. catenella to increased temperature and acidification suggest that blooms of this 
HAB species may become less prevalent in the future, and perhaps restricted to earlier in the year 
as summer warming intensifies. However,  this study has investigated only a portion of the bottom-
up controls for bloom development. The top-down effect of grazing may be equally important in 
regulating HAB bloom development. Shipboard grazing experiments showed that grazing can 
reduce A. catenella abundance but only when it is present at a low concentration (Turner 2010).  
Even in the case where growth rates of A. catenella are slowed due to climate drivers, elevated 
grazing rates on its co-occurring competitors still may result in the continuing prevalence of this 
HAB species. 
Finally, some strains of A. carterae are known to contain toxins (Pagliara and Caroppo 
2012), so the enhanced growth measured here under greenhouse conditions may presage an 
emergence of fish-killing events in the Gulf of Maine region. Getting et al. (2014) also observed 
that Gymnodinium sp. and Protoperidinium sp., other saxitoxin producing species, co-occurred 
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with A. catenella in waters of Georges Bank, although at relatively low abundances. More 
comprehensive studies using multiple strains of multiple HAB species and their assemblages are 
needed before the effects of climate drivers on PSP outbreaks in the Gulf of Maine can be forecast 





Among harmful algal bloom species, Alexandrium catenella is considered to be an 
important species due to its ability to grow in diverse environments and also its capability to 
produce potent neurotoxins that can be transferred to higher trophic levels. As the ocean 
environment changes, especially in the Gulf of Maine, forecasting the prevalence the toxic A. 
catenella in the future ocean becomes important. From mono cultures and mixed cultures 
experiments here, the results suggest that under increasing temperature (20C) and low pH (7.8), 
the competitive ability of the toxic dinoflagellate A. catenella is decreased, while the competitive 
ability of co-occurring dinoflagellates Scrippsiella sp. and A. carterae is increased. Future studies 
should investigate the effects of climate drivers on the competitive interactions of a broader range 
of toxic and non-toxic dinoflagellate isolates under nutrient replete and deplete conditions, thereby 
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APPENDIX A: TEMPERATURE AND PH VARIATION 
 
 
Figure 10. Temperature (transparent) and pH (line pattern) conditions from Alexandrium growth 
experiments: (a) first experiments, error bar represent standard deviation from 4 times 










APPENDIX B: RAW DATA FROM MONO CUTURE EXPERIMENTS  
Table 4. Cell number of Alexandrium catenella in mono cultures 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Culture 2nd Culture 3rd Culture 
Control 1 0 42 35 55 
    3 89 88 74 
    5 159 159 165 
    7 375 371 322 
            
Acidification 1 0 36 37 37 
    3 88 112 81 
    5 180 163 200 
    7 259 360 292 
            
Warming 1 0 61 56 63 
    3 125 124 118 
    5 232 325 345 
    7 547 543 518 
            
Greenhouse 1 0 68 52 52 
    3 99 83 83 
    5 189 185 185 
    7 462 519 519 
            
Control 2 0 32 55 40 
    2 45 60 68 
    5 169 164 212 
            
Acidification 2 0 70 57 69 
    2 56 64 58 
    5 162 152 200 
            
Warming 2 0 42 14 28 
    2 28 14 14 
    5 38 34 30 
            
Greenhouse 2 0 37 32 31 
 47 
Table 4. Continued 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Culture 2nd Culture 3rd Culture 
    2 29 24 35 
    5 43 45 55 
            
Control 3 0 28     
    2 41     
    4 101     
    6 141     
            
Acidification 3 0 76     
    2 179     
    4 306     
    6 222     
            
Warming 3 0 16     
    2 25     
    4 40     
    6 44     
    8 66     
            
Greenhouse 3 0 20     
    2 37     
    4 20     
    6 26     
    8 22     
            
Control  4 0 52     
    2 77     
    4 175     
            
Acidification 4 0 51     
    2 73     
    4 140     
            
Warming 4 0 30     
    2 42     
    4 42     
    8 60     
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Table 4. Continued 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Culture 2nd Culture 3rd Culture 
    12 52     





    2 12     
    4 8     
    8 11     
    12 8     
            
Control 5 0 39 31 44 
    2 62 69 76 
    4 113 116 118 
            
Acidification 5 0 27 29 34 
    2 56 73 54 
































































































































































































Table 5. Cell number of Scrippsiella sp. in mono culture 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Culture 2nd Culture 3rd Culture 
Control 1 0 63 51 41 
    3 33 39 37 
    5 57 52 71 
    7 70 78 115 
            
Acidification 1 0 39 56 43 
    3 38 48 44 
    5 57 75 95 
    7 117 144 131 
            
Warming 1 0 61 56 63 
    3 125 124 118 
    5 232 325 345 
    7 547 543 518 
            
Greenhouse 1 0 68 52 52 
    3 99 83 83 
    5 189 185 185 
    7 462 519 519 
            
Control 2 0 42     
    3 96     
    5 191     
    7 184     
            
Acidification 2 0 55     
    3 109     
    5 147     
    7 188     
            
Warming 2 0 79     
    3 83     
    5 159     
    7 245     
            
 52 
Table 5. Continued 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Culture 2nd Culture 3rd Culture 
Greenhouse 2 0 45     
    3 98     
    5 198     
    7 327     
            
Control 3 0 32 35 21 
    3 33 36 45 
    5 63 76 65 
    7 120 97 138 
            
Acidification 3 0 22 22 13 
    3 32 34 24 
    5 50 34 33 
    7 44 42 58 
            
Warming 3 0 25 38 26 
    3 53 51 68 
    5 152 141 99 
    7 191 200 207 
            
Greenhouse 3 0 29 25 25 
    3 50 58 48 
    5 83 104 89 
    7 175 229 165 
            
Control 4 0 306 257 125 
    4 718 744 253 
    6 719 827 537 
            
            
Acidification 4 0 43 41 34 
    3 76 78 57 
    5 94 84 83 
    7   42 58 
            
Warming 4 0 39 102 111 
    4 216 456 611 
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Table 5. Continued 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Culture 2nd Culture 3rd Culture 
    6 357 624 664 
            
            
Greenhouse 4 0 59 73 47 
    4 270 291 282 
    6 508 497 378 
            
Control 5 0 44 60 43 
    3 73 97 81 
    5 104 133 122 
            
            
Warming 5 0 40 34 40 
    3 131 72 57 
    5 196 209 217 
    7   200 207 
            
Greenhouse 5 0 31 44 48 
    3 80 93 108 


































































































































































































Table 6. Cell number of Amphidinium carterae in mono culture 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Culture 2nd Culture 
Control 1 0 119 99 
    3 2246 2286 
    5 3725 3624 
    7 6423 5785 
          
Acidification 1 0 108 102 
    3 2179 2727 
    5 2935 4367 
    7 6241 7720 
          
Warming 1 0 116 95 
    3 3847 3458 
    5 8016 7896 
    7 11908 11554 
          
Greenhouse 1 0 152 99 
    3 4283 3691 
    5 8750 8460 
    7 12186 12046 
          
Control 2 0 89 83 
    2 138 128 
    3 178 186 
    5 304 379 
    7 704 695 
          
Acidification 2 0 85 76 
    2 114 117 
    3 157 186 
    5 292 366 
    7 604 649 
          
Warming 2 0 178 212 
    2 361 569 
    3 696 825 
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Table 6. Continued 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Culture 2nd Culture 
    5 1529 1737 
    7 2253 2327 
          
Greenhouse 2 0 235 246 
    2 633 672 
    3 1073 1090 
    5 1752 1822 
    7 2467 2438 
          
Control 3 0 50 64 
    3 137 200 
    5 293 350 
          
Acidification 3 0 84 54 
    3 153 159 
    5 321 276 
          
Warming 3 0 148 217 
    3 730 1006 
    5 1527 1827 
          
Greenhouse 3 0 321 294 
    3 1192 1116 
    5 1977 1972 
          
Control 4 0 41 33 
    3 160 83 
    5 231 182 
          
Acidification 4 0 43 36 
    3 109 117 
    5 178 190 
          
Warming 4 0 155 235 
    3 984 696 
    5 1499 1821 
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Table 6. Continued 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Culture 2nd Culture 
     
Greenhouse 4 0 256 180 
    3 1057 759 
    5 1826 1440 
          
Control 5 0 35 49 
    3 115 149 
    5 209 252 
          
Acidification 5 0 82 66 
    3 155 149 
    5 264 279 
          
Warming 5 0 83 80 
    3 311 299 
    5 859 894 
          
Greenhouse 5 0 219 67 
    3 869 388 


































































































































































































APPENDIX C: RAW DATA FROM MIXED CULTURE EXPERIMENTS 
Table 7. Cell number of Alexandrium catenella in mono culture 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Count 2nd Count 3rd Count 
Control 1 0 58     
    3 71 65 51 
    5 150     
    7 238 216 229 
            
Greenhouse 1 0 64     
    3 115 83 104 
    5 158     
    7 154 171 175 
            
Control 2 0 36     
    3 89 117 118 
    5 218     
    7 440 382 426 
            
Greenhouse 2 0 52 66 52 
    3 113     
    5 150 136 157 
    7 170     
            
Control 3 0 53     
    3 94 90 95 
    5 173     
    7 353 285 313 
            
Greenhouse 3 0 50 42 39 
    3 66 77 69 
    5 116 117 110 
    7 135 131 128 
            
Control 4 0 31     
    3 98 99 107 
    5 227     
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Table 7. Continued 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Count 2nd Count 3rd Count 
    7 417 377 370 
            
Greenhouse 4 0 48 47 50 
    3 72 97 78 
    5 119 105   
    7 150 131 128 
            
Control 5 0 29 36 43 
    3 100 87 82 
    5 184 157 141 
    7 370 305 331 
            
Greenhouse 5 0 46 48 56 
    3 63 64 57 
    5 83 75 74 















Table 8. Cell number of Scrippsiella sp. in mono culture 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Count 2nd Count 3rd Count 
Control 1 0 36     
    3 56 61 66 
    5 98     
    7 172 149 161 
            
Greenhouse 1 0 37     
    3 109 104 102 
    5 258     
    7 547 569 533 
            
Control 2 0 50     
    3 118 97 105 
    5 221     
    7 387 386 370 
            
Greenhouse 2 0 44     
    3 195 154 182 
    5 421     
    7 847 793 812 
            
Control 3 0 67     
    3 110 78 88 
    5 190     
    7 339 344 340 
            
Greenhouse 3 0 53     
    3 146 184 152 
    5 355     
    7 830 820 818 
            
Control 4 0 51     
    3 107 103 77 
    5 167     
    7 332 207 338 
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Table 8. Continued 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Count 2nd Count 3rd Count 
Greenhouse 4 0 35     
    3 140 123 141 
    5 251     
    7 591 577 608 
            
Control 5 0 60     
    3 120 89 114 
    5 175     
    7 320 292 320 
            
Greenhouse 5 0 50     
    3 152 109 117 
    5 312     
















Table 9. Cell number of Alexandrium catenella in mixed culture 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Count 2nd Count 3rd Count 
Control 1 0 58     
    3 80 87 98 
    5 121     
    7 287 257 299 
            
Greenhouse 1 0 55 52 61 
    3 120 91 113 
    5 204 169 141 
    7 233 186 152 
            
Control 2 0 47 54 59 
    3 159 124 141 
    5 333 289 268 
    7 472 464 495 
            
Greenhouse 2 0 30 31 26 
    3 96 53 73 
    5 109 75 57 
    7 106 108 92 
            
Control 3 0 52     
    3 93 97 105 
    5 233     
    7 381 356 337 
            
Greenhouse 3 0 6     
    3 92 97 96 
    5 225     
    7 223 196 195 
            
Control 4 0 73     
    3 137 113 136 
    5 244     
    7 527 457 538 
Greenhouse 4 0 26     
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Table 9. Continued 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Count 2nd Count 3rd Count 
    3 36 31 34 
    5 65     
    7 80 48 48 
            
Control 5 0 31     
    3 41     
    5 110     
    7 177     
            
Greenhouse 5 0 18     


















Table 10. Cell number of Scrippsiella sp. in mixed culture 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Count 2nd Count 3rd Count 
Control 1 0 41     
    3 38 42 55 
    5 73     
    7 122 136 146 
            
Greenhouse 1 0 49 45 59 
    3 80 87 98 
    5 218 230 242 
    7 343 441 444 
            
Control 2 0 32 51 36 
    3 77 109 115 
    5 186 200 218 
    7 389 433 402 
            
Greenhouse 2 0 62 89 69 
    3 201 224 189 
    5 555 565 596 
    7 1506 1451 1446 
            
Control 3 0 32     
    3 67 56 69 
    5 124     
    7 216 263 209 
            
Greenhouse 3 0 102     
    3 196 176 179 
    5 314     
    7 1035 998 1006 
            
Control 4 0 39     
    3 79 80 83 
    5 166     
    7 337 270 243 
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Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Count 2nd Count 3rd Count 
Greenhouse 4 0 78     
    3 177 193 178 
    5 339     
    7 835 803 775 
            
Control 5 0 25     
    3 23     
    5 37     
    7 77     
            
Greenhouse 5 0 59     
    3 144     
    5 412     















Table 10. Continued 
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Table 11. Cell number of Alexandrium catenella in mono culture 
Treatment Week Day 
Cell number/ml 
1st Count 2nd Count 
Control 1 0 29 21 
    2 28 33 
    4 142 115 
    5 126 109 
          
Greenhouse 1 0 20 26 
    2 19 21 
    4 36 28 
    5 34 36 
          
Control 2 0 55 53 
    2 125 64 
    5 250 175 
          
Greenhouse 2 0 16 16 
    2 24 33 
    5 56 48 
          
Control  3 0 98   
    2 137 130 
    5 311 265 
          
Greenhouse 3 0 29 23 
    2 42 56 
    5 54 51 
          
Control  4 0 103 91 
    2 165 152 
    5 340 212 
          
Greenhouse 4 0 37 34 
    2 59 63 




Table 12. Cell number of Amphidinium carterae in mono culture 






Control 1 0 16 11 
    2 20 26 
    4 38 33 
    5 56 46 
          
Greenhouse 1 0 10 14 
    2 22 19 
    4 71 94 
    5 159 175 
          
Control 2 0 32 21 
    2 44 48 
    5 154 138 
          
Greenhouse 2 0 52 48 
    2 159 149 
    5 710 715 
          
Control  3 0 79 74 
    2 137 143 
    5 382 393 
          
Greenhouse 3 0 59 54 
    2 178 168 
    5 806 811 
          
Control  4 0 109 110 
    2 201 191 
    5 492 467 
          
Greenhouse 4 0 95 98 
    2 287 278 
    5 1131 1103 
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Table 13. Cell number of Alexandrium catenella in mixed culture 






Control 1 0 20 23 
    2 42 62 
    4 88 81 
    5 128 124 
          
Greenhouse 1 0 20 7 
    2 13 22 
    4 23 27 
    5 54 73 
          
Control 2 0 33 37 
    2 65 57 
    5 197 202 
          
Greenhouse 2 0 14 18 
    2 13 12 
    5 22 27 
          
Control  3 0 75 65 
    2 146 185 
    5 251 370 
          
Greenhouse 3 0 18 8 
    2 21 32 
    5 25 24 
          
Control  4 0 66 75 
    2 94 135 
    5 266 322 
          
Greenhouse 4 0 11 19 
    2 11 25 
    5 25 19 
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Table 14. Cell number of Amphidinium carterae in mixed culture 






Control 1 0 14 19 
    2 19 22 
    4 35 38 
    5 61 38 
          
Greenhouse 1 0 3 17 
    2 24 20 
    4 96 79 
    5 180 198 
          
Control 2 0 12 17 
    2 23 21 
    5 73 66 
          
Greenhouse 2 0 36 42 
    2 118 133 
    5 452 443 
          
Control  3 0 23 30 
    2 40 49 
    5 68 103 
          
Greenhouse 3 0 159 146 
    2 379 395 
    5 1257 1427 
          
Control  4 0 7 18 
    2 28 33 
    5 76 91 
          
Greenhouse 4 0 197 237 
    2 552 635 
    5 1583 1642 
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APPENDIX D: RAW DATA FROM CELL SIZE EXPERIMENTS 









1 4.31 14.62 31.11 
2 10.94 94.03 364.48 
3 16.57 215.57 2134.37 
4 16.79 221.28 2291.31 
5 16.98 226.47 2253.58 
6 18.21 260.38 2951.78 
7 18.42 266.52 2860.36 
8 18.64 272.75 3006.55 
9 18.71 274.83 3012.74 
10 18.73 275.52 3155.46 
11 18.91 280.80 3171.33 
12 19.18 289.01 3400.75 
13 19.20 289.62 3421.27 
14 19.32 293.08 3564.63 
15 19.38 295.07 3254.73 
16 19.45 297.06 3442.09 
17 19.65 303.20 3450.70 
18 19.72 305.54 3837.05 
19 19.73 305.62 3794.87 
20 19.73 305.62 3713.52 
21 19.76 306.66 3643.60 
22 19.77 306.83 3927.01 
23 19.77 307.01 3524.60 
24 19.78 307.27 3811.95 
25 19.87 310.03 3763.71 
26 19.90 311.07 3877.49 
27 19.95 312.72 3873.18 
28 20.09 316.87 3939.44 
29 20.15 318.86 3790.97 
30 20.19 320.24 3974.05 
31 20.42 327.51 4116.17 
32 20.46 328.63 4012.94 
33 20.47 329.24 4086.23 
34 20.52 330.62 4432.75 
35 20.52 330.71 3960.46 
36 20.54 331.49 3892.36 
37 20.55 331.57 4769.28 
38 20.56 332.09 4152.54 
39 20.58 332.61 4036.10 
40 20.59 332.96 4100.38 
41 20.60 333.13 4000.79 
42 20.63 334.34 4126.50 
43 20.65 334.95 4357.10 
44 20.71 336.76 4519.42 
45 20.72 337.02 4263.38 
46 20.73 337.46 4368.13 
47 20.76 338.58 4862.36 
48 20.77 338.75 5099.25 
49 20.78 339.01 4382.46 
50 20.78 339.10 4837.88 
51 20.80 339.88 4359.56 
52 20.83 340.74 4292.17 
53 20.89 342.73 4198.99 
54 20.90 343.08 4525.31 
55 20.91 343.43 4282.92 
56 20.91 343.51 4552.91 
57 20.92 343.77 4242.32 
58 20.93 343.94 4387.15 
59 20.95 344.72 4444.58 
60 20.95 344.81 4635.40 
61 20.96 344.90 4437.65 
62 20.96 345.16 4470.54 
63 20.98 345.67 4435.67 
64 20.98 345.85 4371.07 
65 20.98 371.19 4962.87 
66 20.99 346.02 4419.74 
67 21.00 346.37 4320.37 
68 21.00 346.45 4548.79 
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69 21.05 347.92 4438.75 
70 21.06 348.27 4733.83 
71 21.08 349.05 4443.56 
72 21.09 349.39 4993.72 
73 21.18 352.34 4694.18 
74 21.19 352.60 4428.04 
75 21.20 352.85 4673.82 
76 21.20 352.85 4500.13 
77 21.21 353.20 4532.17 
78 21.24 354.33 4358.32 
79 21.27 355.28 4668.87 
80 21.30 356.23 4675.78 
81 21.31 356.75 4897.59 
82 21.31 356.75 4630.36 
83 21.32 356.83 4655.88 
84 21.32 357.09 4703.08 
85 21.37 358.65 5044.52 
86 21.40 359.52 4808.59 
87 21.42 360.38 4844.73 
88 21.43 360.55 4963.53 
89 21.43 360.55 5108.94 
90 21.43 360.64 4939.41 
91 21.43 360.81 4905.06 
92 21.46 361.76 4695.66 
93 21.54 364.53 5109.52 
94 21.54 364.53 4723.96 
95 21.55 364.71 4788.80 
96 21.55 364.79 5051.43 
97 21.58 365.83 4923.69 
98 21.59 366.00 4695.66 
99 21.61 366.78 4632.10 
100 21.63 367.47 4861.48 
101 21.63 367.47 4834.36 
102 21.66 368.51 5109.20 
103 21.66 368.51 4665.61 
104 21.67 368.94 4797.30 
105 21.71 370.33 4908.08 
106 21.72 370.42 4855.60 
107 21.72 370.67 5124.51 
108 21.73 370.85 5151.15 
109 21.79 372.84 5047.56 
110 21.81 373.53 5168.83 
111 21.89 376.38 5240.99 
112 21.89 376.47 5282.81 
113 21.91 376.90 5077.13 
114 21.92 377.51 5138.98 
115 21.97 379.15 5477.72 
116 22.02 380.88 5363.12 
117 22.06 382.09 5084.73 
118 22.06 382.35 5352.27 
119 22.08 382.96 5204.86 
120 22.11 384.08 5379.89 
121 22.12 384.17 5337.31 
122 22.30 390.48 6192.40 
123 22.34 392.13 5413.32 
124 22.42 394.72 5248.88 
125 22.42 394.81 5509.04 
126 22.45 395.67 5527.08 
127 22.49 397.32 5667.48 
128 22.51 397.92 5571.70 
129 22.51 397.92 5668.76 
130 22.55 399.48 5578.88 
131 22.60 401.30 5738.82 
132 22.70 404.84 5623.46 
133 22.71 405.19 6360.12 
134 22.71 405.19 5738.60 
135 22.72 405.45 5557.48 
136 22.73 405.80 5760.92 
137 22.82 409.17 5672.62 
138 22.89 411.42 5879.30 
139 22.92 412.46 5718.90 
140 22.92 412.54 5994.78 
141 22.96 414.19 5999.79 
142 23.03 416.44 5801.50 
143 23.07 418.08 5651.29 
144 23.07 418.17 6098.45 
145 23.09 418.86 6188.53 
146 23.15 420.85 7042.05 
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147 23.20 422.58 6155.82 
148 23.26 424.91 6156.97 
149 23.29 426.12 5788.08 
150 23.30 426.21 6501.36 
151 23.30 426.56 6077.32 
152 23.33 427.42 6330.60 
153 23.46 432.09 6324.73 
154 23.49 433.39 6676.98 
155 23.51 434.00 6264.28 
156 23.51 434.00 6475.98 
157 23.52 434.60 6512.35 
158 23.57 436.42 6177.90 
159 23.60 437.28 6539.44 
160 23.61 437.80 6197.58 
161 23.61 437.98 6469.74 
162 23.64 438.84 6233.43 
163 23.66 439.79 6701.38 
164 23.70 441.00 6560.66 
165 23.71 441.52 6310.42 
166 23.72 442.04 6368.57 
167 23.84 446.45 6749.40 
168 23.85 446.71 6709.02 
169 23.85 446.89 6660.54 
170 23.86 447.15 6960.68 
171 23.87 447.66 6680.96 
172 23.92 449.48 6741.59 
173 23.97 451.21 6855.47 
174 24.03 453.46 6918.21 
175 24.07 454.93 6936.36 
176 24.07 454.93 7133.35 
177 24.11 456.40 7011.01 
178 24.22 460.73 6637.56 
179 24.37 466.26 6800.86 
180 24.37 466.35 7259.56 
181 24.44 469.12 7129.97 
182 24.45 469.46 7154.07 
183 24.58 474.57 7521.75 
184 24.60 475.43 7613.51 
185 24.65 477.08 7470.63 
186 24.67 477.94 7145.28 
187 24.67 477.94 7026.42 
188 24.69 478.72 7934.17 
189 24.71 479.50 7670.58 
190 24.74 480.88 9466.34 
191 24.75 481.14 7328.22 
192 24.83 484.26 7591.71 
193 24.84 484.60 7575.56 
194 24.84 484.60 7592.65 
195 24.86 485.55 7398.72 
196 24.92 487.80 7705.61 
197 24.93 488.15 7830.94 
198 25.03 491.96 7942.26 
199 25.07 493.51 7635.61 
200 25.07 493.60 7785.20 
201 25.10 494.64 7732.81 
202 25.10 494.72 7976.10 
203 25.10 494.98 7906.42 
204 25.13 495.93 8270.22 
205 25.13 496.11 7795.55 
206 25.16 497.15 7679.03 
207 25.16 497.15 7803.99 
208 25.18 497.84 7860.14 
209 25.19 498.36 8611.48 
210 25.20 498.79 8178.20 
211 25.21 498.96 8687.92 
212 25.25 500.78 8530.37 
213 25.26 500.95 7905.64 
214 25.27 501.56 7935.83 
215 25.37 505.36 8286.63 
216 25.39 506.23 8254.75 
217 25.45 508.65 8358.58 
218 25.54 512.11 8104.00 
219 25.56 513.06 8311.00 
220 25.57 513.32 8160.96 
221 25.61 515.14 8559.85 
222 25.62 515.57 8409.50 
223 25.66 517.04 8288.94 
224 25.67 517.73 8521.98 
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225 25.70 518.77 8994.91 
226 25.73 520.07 8704.96 
227 25.76 521.11 8329.83 
228 25.76 521.37 8252.62 
229 25.79 522.49 8617.20 
230 25.79 522.58 8562.45 
231 25.81 523.18 8612.88 
232 25.84 524.39 8574.02 
233 25.93 527.94 8810.91 
234 25.94 528.46 8617.88 
235 25.96 529.50 8599.71 
236 26.02 676.56 9079.46 
237 26.03 532.27 8814.57 
238 26.04 532.53 8653.79 
239 26.06 533.22 8881.95 
240 26.16 537.63 9422.58 
241 26.18 538.32 8603.13 
242 26.18 538.32 8929.45 
243 26.19 538.58 8624.97 
244 26.22 540.14 9099.26 
245 26.23 540.40 9010.60 
246 26.27 542.13 9154.89 
247 26.29 542.91 9114.47 
248 26.31 543.69 9232.27 
249 26.32 544.20 9116.69 
250 26.40 547.23 9042.57 
251 26.40 547.40 9215.14 
252 26.40 547.40 8987.62 
253 26.43 548.70 9267.53 
254 26.48 550.61 9571.47 
255 26.50 551.64 9009.76 
256 26.56 553.98 9437.89 
257 26.61 555.97 9527.85 
258 26.63 557.09 9476.61 
259 26.64 557.53 9427.76 
260 26.72 560.55 9893.37 
261 26.72 560.73 9364.43 
262 26.72 560.73 9916.33 
263 26.74 561.59 8822.16 
264 26.76 562.54 9404.70 
265 26.79 563.58 9483.71 
266 26.80 564.27 9633.42 
267 26.83 565.48 9737.89 
268 26.90 568.51 9761.75 
269 26.90 568.51 9917.59 
270 26.97 571.28 9874.55 
271 27.02 573.44 9868.89 
272 27.02 573.53 9641.43 
273 27.04 574.31 9876.05 
274 27.07 575.35 10187.14 
275 27.14 578.37 10145.97 
276 27.14 578.37 9905.78 
277 27.14 578.72 10054.21 
278 27.16 579.15 9810.32 
279 27.26 583.48 9341.25 
280 27.29 584.95 9928.54 
281 27.41 590.22 9866.13 
282 27.47 592.56 10289.59 
283 27.50 594.12 10454.36 
284 27.52 594.72 10527.96 
285 27.60 598.44 10458.66 
286 27.64 599.91 10644.28 
287 27.65 600.52 10320.46 
288 27.66 600.87 10672.79 
289 27.68 601.56 10650.33 
290 27.68 601.64 10550.64 
291 27.69 601.99 10451.89 
292 27.69 602.25 10909.57 
293 27.76 605.19 10841.87 
294 27.76 605.45 10725.37 
295 27.78 606.23 11100.80 
296 27.81 607.61 11005.89 
297 27.83 608.48 10686.14 
298 27.95 613.41 11025.19 
299 27.99 615.40 10866.75 
300 28.04 617.56 11278.53 
301 28.08 619.38 10781.40 
302 28.12 621.19 11246.10 
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303 28.18 623.53 10966.64 
304 28.21 625.17 11345.71 
305 28.29 628.63 11118.75 
306 28.30 628.81 11503.41 
307 28.38 632.53 12028.24 
308 28.48 637.20 11763.01 
309 28.62 643.43 11669.65 
310 28.63 643.86 11952.42 
311 28.67 645.67 12633.51 
312 28.69 646.54 12371.60 
313 28.72 647.75 11769.32 
314 28.77 650.26 12088.15 
315 28.78 650.35 12216.33 
316 28.81 651.82 11884.06 
317 28.87 654.58 11334.22 
318 29.02 661.51 11915.94 
319 29.09 664.53 8848.68 
320 29.11 665.48 12571.93 
321 29.14 666.78 12499.05 
322 29.19 669.12 12520.45 
323 29.29 673.62 12344.82 
324 29.30 674.48 12561.61 
325 29.35 676.73 12620.52 
326 29.38 678.03 12709.85 
327 29.46 681.83 12837.04 
328 29.48 682.53 14519.69 
329 29.68 691.70 13301.51 
330 29.74 694.72 13347.29 
331 29.90 702.08 13577.81 
332 30.01 707.53 13577.43 
333 30.03 708.04 13713.49 
334 30.16 714.36 13460.33 
335 30.52 731.57 14125.22 
336 30.58 734.43 15112.96 
337 30.69 739.97 14477.43 
338 30.70 740.14 14238.66 
339 30.76 743.34 15629.37 






















1 12.18 116.44 710.08 
2 20.32 324.13 3956.92 
3 20.34 325.00 3912.32 
4 20.38 326.21 4134.31 
5 20.64 334.69 4243.84 
6 20.73 337.54 4406.65 
7 20.77 338.75 4337.09 
8 21.08 348.96 4570.05 
9 21.18 352.16 4600.77 
10 21.20 352.94 4684.85 
11 21.21 353.46 4400.86 
12 21.23 353.98 4582.70 
13 21.25 354.67 4609.88 
14 21.37 358.82 4397.76 
15 21.43 360.81 4698.68 
16 21.70 369.90 4903.12 
17 21.72 370.59 4411.95 
18 21.83 374.22 5185.94 
19 21.99 379.93 5247.78 
20 22.04 381.66 5255.30 
21 22.13 384.78 4971.54 
22 22.20 387.02 5377.45 
23 22.38 393.25 5497.55 
24 22.44 395.59 5259.25 
25 22.46 396.19 5604.11 
26 22.47 396.71 5440.48 
27 22.53 398.79 5360.99 
28 22.55 399.31 5595.32 
29 22.58 400.61 5777.40 
30 22.66 403.11 5571.58 
31 22.75 406.57 5478.88 
32 23.03 416.61 5794.37 
33 23.36 428.72 6362.82 
34 23.41 430.28 6807.87 
35 23.68 440.48 6723.52 
36 23.75 443.17 6462.79 
37 23.81 445.07 6591.28 
38 23.92 449.22 6402.12 
39 23.93 449.57 6635.38 
40 23.96 451.04 6534.35 
41 23.98 451.64 6858.11 
42 24.15 458.13 6573.87 
43 24.18 459.17 6923.07 
44 24.32 464.62 6802.93 
45 24.43 468.60 7101.14 
46 24.44 469.12 4684.51 
47 24.46 469.81 6945.29 
48 24.62 476.04 6890.96 
49 24.91 487.20 7531.22 
50 24.91 487.37 7256.56 
51 25.15 496.80 7583.16 
52 25.25 500.87 7740.90 
53 25.42 529.15 4206.38 
54 25.59 514.36 8667.06 
55 25.75 520.85 8747.95 
56 25.75 520.93 7953.46 
57 25.86 525.09 8528.08 
58 25.91 527.16 8380.14 
59 26.15 537.02 8940.34 
60 26.18 538.32 8648.05 
61 26.25 541.09 8163.41 
62 26.38 546.71 9607.38 
63 26.40 547.32 9255.94 
64 26.50 551.56 9676.56 
65 27.50 593.94 10370.72 
66 27.68 601.73 10033.03 
67 27.81 607.53 10880.09 
68 29.08 664.10 11602.71 
69 30.62 736.59 14183.35 
70 31.58 783.13 15864.45 
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1 1.23 13.67 27.66 
2 4.82 18.25 43.24 
3 5.04 19.98 46.02 
4 5.13 20.67 52.45 
5 5.21 21.28 50.17 
6 6.44 32.53 115.24 
7 6.54 33.56 120.28 
8 6.76 35.90 134.66 
9 6.82 36.51 138.96 
10 6.87 37.02 143.12 
11 6.89 37.28 143.64 
12 6.91 37.54 143.18 
13 6.94 37.80 145.49 
14 6.97 38.15 148.55 
15 7.02 38.75 150.05 
16 7.08 39.36 154.99 
17 7.12 39.79 157.38 
18 7.15 40.14 159.00 
19 7.15 40.14 162.02 
20 7.16 40.22 161.76 
21 7.26 41.44 161.44 
22 7.45 43.60 143.62 
23 7.45 43.60 185.54 
24 8.18 52.51 192.11 
25 10.81 91.70 349.67 
26 11.03 95.59 372.12 
27 11.85 110.29 447.08 
28 14.64 168.34 799.48 
29 14.65 168.60 1669.17 
30 14.93 175.09 1596.25 
31 15.58 190.66 1816.06 
32 15.95 199.91 2415.22 
33 15.99 200.69 1852.23 
34 16.05 202.25 1933.12 
35 16.19 205.80 2041.19 
36 16.22 206.57 1970.27 
37 16.58 216.00 1343.83 
38 16.60 216.35 2321.34 
39 16.73 219.81 2294.67 
40 16.77 220.76 2182.84 
41 16.81 222.06 2350.34 
42 16.88 223.88 2419.84 
43 17.10 229.67 2414.74 
44 17.44 239.01 2632.71 
45 17.50 240.66 2658.23 
46 17.66 245.07 2581.14 
47 17.83 249.74 2155.51 
48 17.90 303.37 3037.56 
49 17.97 253.72 2924.68 
50 18.06 256.23 2722.38 
51 18.20 260.03 2742.72 
52 18.21 260.55 2937.47 
53 18.23 261.07 2742.52 
54 18.30 263.06 1569.16 
55 18.40 266.00 2825.37 
56 18.46 267.73 2947.90 
57 18.47 284.26 2454.58 
58 18.59 271.28 3017.96 
59 18.59 271.45 3242.13 
60 18.91 280.80 3348.19 
61 18.91 280.80 3167.53 
62 19.03 284.43 3049.91 
63 19.03 284.52 3355.69 
64 19.10 286.42 3397.21 
65 19.10 286.59 3523.18 
66 19.19 289.19 3201.12 
67 19.27 291.70 3242.27 
68 19.39 295.24 3202.80 
69 19.57 300.78 3459.96 
70 19.59 301.30 3401.09 
71 19.59 301.56 3592.40 
72 19.64 302.85 3817.99 
73 19.67 303.81 3681.96 
74 19.72 305.45 3481.98 
75 19.85 309.34 3872.16 
76 19.88 310.55 4265.96 
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77 19.90 310.99 3841.03 
78 20.01 314.62 3441.95 
79 20.11 317.56 3934.96 
80 20.14 318.43 4037.93 
81 20.15 318.94 3861.83 
82 20.30 323.79 3908.93 
83 20.32 324.31 3889.30 
84 20.32 324.31 4213.20 
85 20.35 325.35 4220.20 
86 20.40 326.90 4172.46 
87 20.40 326.90 3800.26 
88 20.44 328.03 4227.43 
89 20.44 328.11 4161.83 
90 20.46 328.81 4196.06 
91 20.47 329.15 4365.13 
92 20.48 329.41 4223.45 
93 20.48 329.41 4083.08 
94 20.50 329.93 4018.55 
95 20.50 330.10 4195.82 
96 20.56 331.92 4232.33 
97 20.69 336.33 4417.41 
98 20.71 336.85 4361.75 
99 20.75 338.32 4600.99 
100 20.89 342.73 4370.03 
101 20.91 343.34 4036.84 
102 20.91 343.43 4681.76 
103 20.92 343.60 4619.03 
104 20.95 344.55 2424.79 
105 21.04 347.58 4248.17 
106 21.05 347.92 4486.70 
107 21.09 349.48 4144.42 
108 21.11 350.00 4234.72 
109 21.11 350.00 4372.10 
110 21.15 351.38 4268.95 
111 21.17 352.08 4399.70 
112 21.23 354.07 4736.23 
113 21.30 356.31 4400.00 
114 21.38 358.91 4879.72 
115 21.39 359.43 4594.77 
116 21.41 360.12 4848.81 
117 21.45 361.42 4834.22 
118 21.50 362.89 4881.40 
119 21.53 364.19 4622.73 
120 21.59 366.26 5038.47 
121 21.65 368.25 4988.61 
122 21.70 369.81 4965.53 
123 21.71 370.33 4977.22 
124 21.75 371.71 5036.53 
125 21.81 373.44 5139.66 
126 21.82 373.88 4979.10 
127 21.87 375.52 5149.69 
128 21.87 375.78 5130.83 
129 21.90 376.73 5001.72 
130 21.94 378.20 5062.53 
131 21.95 378.37 5340.84 
132 21.95 378.46 5144.59 
133 21.96 378.72 5094.04 
134 21.96 378.89 5019.72 
135 21.99 379.84 5235.02 
136 22.01 380.36 5323.24 
137 22.15 385.47 5399.65 
138 22.16 385.55 4648.38 
139 22.16 385.73 4771.88 
140 22.21 387.37 5351.97 
141 22.21 387.54 5063.32 
142 22.23 387.98 5086.70 
143 22.24 388.41 5234.56 
144 22.24 388.49 5322.18 
145 22.29 390.14 5496.01 
146 22.32 391.26 5322.92 
147 22.34 391.96 5238.17 
148 22.36 392.56 5609.45 
149 22.37 392.99 5345.10 
150 22.39 393.77 5131.96 
151 22.41 394.29 5137.38 
152 22.43 395.24 5546.54 
153 22.45 395.76 4903.80 
154 22.49 397.23 5280.22 
155 22.50 397.58 5170.15 
156 22.52 398.36 5587.25 
157 22.54 399.13 5471.17 
158 22.66 403.29 5774.07 
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159 22.70 404.58 5084.63 
160 22.80 408.13 5815.99 
161 22.87 410.90 5713.10 
162 22.90 412.02 5734.18 
163 22.96 414.01 5556.78 
164 23.00 415.57 5556.28 
165 23.03 416.52 5927.55 
166 23.05 417.39 5785.38 
167 23.09 418.86 6081.38 
168 23.11 419.29 5660.61 
169 23.11 419.64 6037.90 
170 23.12 419.72 6251.21 
171 23.12 419.90 5828.88 
172 23.12 419.90 5309.57 
173 23.14 420.59 5698.29 
174 23.19 422.23 5796.39 
175 23.22 423.62 6219.98 
176 23.23 423.96 6246.68 
177 23.24 424.05 6128.66 
178 23.29 425.95 5810.26 
179 23.32 427.25 5318.70 
180 23.34 427.68 5739.28 
181 23.37 428.89 6278.11 
182 23.37 428.98 6297.63 
183 23.38 429.24 6137.55 
184 23.42 430.97 6211.67 
185 23.48 432.96 6237.56 
186 23.50 433.65 5976.39 
187 23.57 436.16 6476.56 
188 23.59 437.20 5992.62 
189 23.64 438.75 6742.05 
190 23.66 439.79 6141.95 
191 23.68 440.48 5930.45 
192 23.68 440.57 5998.17 
193 23.71 441.44 6200.44 
194 23.72 441.96 5920.26 
195 23.73 442.13 6671.39 
196 23.73 442.30 6270.90 
197 23.74 442.65 6190.71 
198 23.74 442.82 5788.91 
199 23.76 443.51 6469.58 
200 23.77 443.86 6377.18 
201 23.78 444.03 6206.79 
202 23.78 444.03 6748.34 
203 23.79 444.38 6313.52 
204 23.83 446.11 3763.82 
205 23.85 446.71 6540.56 
206 23.92 449.39 6341.91 
207 23.95 450.35 6464.63 
208 24.02 453.03 6889.14 
209 24.09 455.71 6675.88 
210 24.20 459.78 6799.58 
211 24.32 464.53 6610.48 
212 24.35 465.74 6358.34 
213 24.42 468.34 7375.64 
214 24.46 469.90 6902.89 
215 24.57 474.05 6890.36 
216 24.60 475.17 6900.67 
217 24.60 475.26 7633.83 
218 24.65 477.25 7276.82 
219 24.72 479.84 6623.11 
220 24.73 480.28 6933.66 
221 24.82 483.65 6990.95 
222 24.85 485.12 7663.43 
223 24.87 485.64 7250.83 
224 24.87 485.90 7258.18 
225 24.92 487.63 7497.39 
226 24.92 487.89 7074.36 
227 24.99 490.57 7722.82 
228 25.01 491.09 7646.22 
229 25.07 493.69 7949.70 
230 25.08 493.94 7619.98 
231 25.18 498.10 7499.37 
232 25.25 500.78 8104.92 
233 25.32 503.46 7869.33 
234 25.40 506.83 8223.82 
235 25.45 508.82 8243.16 
236 25.47 509.60 7812.26 
237 25.51 511.07 8251.72 
238 25.53 511.76 7676.78 
239 25.57 513.58 7841.53 
240 25.58 513.75 7965.23 
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241 25.63 516.00 8256.09 
242 25.68 517.91 7950.38 
243 25.74 520.42 7513.40 
244 25.74 520.50 7557.98 
245 25.76 521.19 7659.03 
246 25.78 521.89 8154.86 
247 25.89 526.56 7859.32 
248 25.92 527.51 8813.43 
249 25.96 529.15 8439.89 
250 26.00 530.88 6921.73 
251 26.03 532.27 8465.77 
252 26.04 532.61 8567.94 
253 26.07 533.65 8724.57 
254 26.14 536.59 8130.14 
255 26.31 543.69 8316.48 
256 26.37 546.28 8558.05 
257 26.49 551.04 9084.75 
258 26.55 553.63 8687.34 
259 26.85 566.26 9464.28 
260 27.01 572.92 9207.31 
261 27.15 578.89 9212.52 
262 27.37 588.41 10096.04 
263 27.56 596.63 9434.69 
264 27.57 596.80 9786.80 
265 27.92 612.02 10131.54 
266 28.40 633.65 11164.93 
267 28.97 659.17 11569.48 
268 29.00 660.38 9843.91 
269 30.23 717.73 10261.35 
270 30.88 748.88 7422.41 
271 31.04 756.92 13308.63 
272 31.83 795.85 7188.44 
273 33.24 1360.55 12478.56 
274 34.10 913.49 9319.59 
275 36.84 1086.68 51336.15 
276 43.72 2067.82 25624.63 
277 84.26 5575.52 78161.49 























1 4.17 13.67 17.04 
2 4.24 14.10 22.26 
3 4.26 14.27 29.89 
4 4.33 14.71 30.57 
5 4.51 16.00 25.06 
6 4.51 16.00 34.43 
7 4.90 18.86 17.11 
8 6.02 28.46 98.95 
9 6.35 31.66 119.04 
10 6.44 32.61 111.46 
11 6.79 36.16 47.33 
12 6.91 37.54 129.83 
13 7.89 48.88 86.73 
14 9.83 75.95 156.47 
15 13.67 146.80 1155.40 
16 14.08 155.80 1298.31 
17 14.97 176.04 1624.37 
18 14.99 176.38 1583.41 
19 15.06 178.20 1588.98 
20 15.28 183.30 1674.99 
21 15.28 183.30 1601.85 
22 15.31 184.08 1587.54 
23 15.33 184.52 1606.53 
24 15.39 186.07 1712.77 
25 15.42 186.68 1636.54 
26 15.51 188.84 1806.91 
27 15.52 189.27 1743.25 
28 15.64 192.13 1630.42 
29 15.69 193.25 1735.87 
30 15.70 193.51 1823.88 
31 15.75 194.81 1808.25 
32 15.78 195.67 1853.11 
33 15.94 199.48 1876.31 
34 15.95 199.74 2014.23 
35 16.00 201.12 1874.67 
36 16.23 207.01 2094.96 
37 16.39 210.90 2085.89 
38 16.41 211.42 2076.62 
39 16.53 214.53 2217.81 
40 16.53 214.71 2163.80 
41 16.58 215.92 803.76 
42 16.67 218.25 2375.48 
43 16.69 218.77 2207.56 
44 16.72 219.55 2323.34 
45 16.76 220.59 2245.75 
46 16.80 221.71 2116.92 
47 16.83 222.58 2332.73 
48 16.94 225.43 2354.86 
49 16.96 225.95 2317.73 
50 16.97 226.30 2455.31 
51 16.98 226.56 2410.95 
52 17.00 226.90 2345.96 
53 17.07 228.72 2399.02 
54 17.07 228.72 2299.98 
55 17.07 228.81 2428.15 
56 17.09 229.33 2365.43 
57 17.10 229.76 2278.16 
58 17.11 230.02 2429.19 
59 17.13 230.36 2400.46 
60 17.15 230.97 2491.72 
61 17.15 231.06 2393.14 
62 17.21 232.61 2512.54 
63 17.22 232.87 2443.60 
64 17.24 233.39 2422.40 
65 17.25 233.65 2400.44 
66 17.29 234.78 2563.51 
67 17.29 234.78 2472.15 
68 17.31 235.47 2317.63 
69 17.31 235.47 2540.17 
70 17.34 236.07 2589.03 
71 17.36 236.76 2465.84 
72 17.37 236.85 2426.23 
73 17.38 237.37 2369.06 
74 17.46 239.36 2619.33 
75 17.46 239.53 2501.07 
76 17.48 239.97 2372.46 
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77 17.52 241.00 2452.75 
78 17.52 241.18 2630.60 
79 17.57 242.56 2642.37 
80 17.62 243.94 2402.05 
81 17.64 244.38 2704.59 
82 17.66 244.90 2673.04 
83 17.67 245.24 2537.70 
84 17.72 246.54 2586.97 
85 17.72 371.19 2774.17 
86 17.73 246.97 2525.71 
87 17.74 247.23 2649.30 
88 17.75 247.32 2569.83 
89 17.80 248.96 2594.43 
90 17.81 249.22 2771.43 
91 17.84 250.00 2736.50 
92 17.86 250.43 2595.99 
93 17.88 251.04 2846.47 
94 17.92 252.34 2694.10 
95 17.95 253.11 2587.39 
96 17.99 254.24 2802.45 
97 17.99 254.33 2781.03 
98 18.04 255.62 2796.85 
99 18.05 255.88 2611.89 
100 18.06 256.23 2893.79 
101 18.07 256.57 2902.92 
102 18.10 257.44 2793.81 
103 18.14 258.39 2729.63 
104 18.14 258.56 2731.09 
105 18.17 259.26 1499.88 
106 18.20 260.21 2856.10 
107 18.20 260.21 2703.53 
108 18.26 261.85 2917.79 
109 18.26 261.94 2758.55 
110 18.27 262.11 3021.40 
111 18.28 262.46 2793.59 
112 18.30 262.89 2947.80 
113 18.30 263.15 2896.15 
114 18.30 263.15 2767.46 
115 18.30 263.15 2827.09 
116 18.30 263.15 3009.65 
117 18.32 263.67 2739.84 
118 18.37 264.97 3052.65 
119 18.39 265.48 3055.77 
120 18.40 265.83 2956.53 
121 18.41 266.26 3049.65 
122 18.41 266.26 3080.51 
123 18.44 267.04 2880.96 
124 18.45 267.39 3123.63 
125 18.54 270.07 2036.03 
126 18.58 271.02 2795.93 
127 18.60 271.63 3041.18 
128 18.60 271.80 3185.87 
129 18.61 271.89 3108.20 
130 18.63 272.49 2920.74 
131 18.64 272.84 3070.77 
132 18.65 273.27 3195.75 
133 18.66 273.62 3002.67 
134 18.67 273.79 2907.02 
135 18.69 274.31 3070.35 
136 18.69 274.48 3130.62 
137 18.70 274.57 3075.89 
138 18.70 274.65 3172.83 
139 18.73 275.52 3236.81 
140 18.73 275.61 3185.03 
141 18.74 275.69 3101.97 
142 18.75 276.04 2952.52 
143 18.76 276.30 2835.98 
144 18.77 276.82 2968.14 
145 18.84 278.63 3287.31 
146 18.84 278.72 3076.61 
147 18.84 278.89 3309.23 
148 18.87 279.58 3301.65 
149 18.88 280.10 3424.43 
150 18.89 280.28 3223.62 
151 18.91 280.71 3060.94 
152 18.94 281.66 3191.59 
153 18.94 281.75 3152.62 
154 18.94 281.83 3226.44 
155 18.96 282.35 3070.23 
156 18.98 282.79 3022.04 
157 18.98 282.87 3187.43 
158 18.99 283.30 3296.16 
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159 19.00 283.48 3410.34 
160 19.04 513.75 3879.71 
161 19.04 284.86 3146.15 
162 19.05 284.95 3172.69 
163 19.05 285.03 3283.37 
164 19.05 285.12 3145.27 
165 19.09 286.16 3270.44 
166 19.09 286.33 3452.26 
167 19.13 287.28 3248.36 
168 19.14 287.72 3346.12 
169 19.16 288.24 3441.57 
170 19.16 288.41 3461.16 
171 19.16 288.41 3040.80 
172 19.18 288.84 3250.70 
173 19.19 289.19 3450.46 
174 19.19 289.36 3182.24 
175 19.20 289.62 3506.52 
176 19.20 289.62 3163.53 
177 19.21 289.71 3268.72 
178 19.21 289.79 3515.29 
179 19.21 289.97 3465.35 
180 19.22 290.22 3234.99 
181 19.24 290.74 3376.67 
182 19.25 290.92 3218.11 
183 19.28 291.96 3269.88 
184 19.29 292.13 3414.98 
185 19.29 292.13 3397.71 
186 19.29 292.21 3551.44 
187 19.29 292.30 3135.06 
188 19.31 292.73 3484.28 
189 19.33 293.34 3367.06 
190 19.34 293.86 3378.75 
191 19.36 294.46 3159.54 
192 19.38 294.98 3188.19 
193 19.38 294.98 3269.22 
194 19.40 295.59 3449.69 
195 19.40 295.59 3620.98 
196 19.41 295.85 3441.57 
197 19.44 296.89 3328.89 
198 19.47 297.66 3414.56 
199 19.47 297.84 3656.13 
200 19.48 298.18 3598.04 
201 19.48 298.18 3624.63 
202 19.50 298.79 3346.59 
203 19.54 299.83 3631.59 
204 19.54 300.00 3481.74 
205 19.55 300.17 3578.71 
206 19.55 300.17 3588.05 
207 19.55 300.26 3669.61 
208 19.57 300.78 3330.87 
209 19.60 301.64 3556.89 
210 19.61 301.99 3483.98 
211 19.62 302.34 3756.38 
212 19.63 302.68 3720.59 
213 19.63 302.68 3171.07 
214 19.68 304.15 3493.91 
215 19.68 304.15 3559.59 
216 19.70 304.93 3282.89 
217 19.71 305.10 3508.41 
218 19.72 305.54 3785.37 
219 19.73 305.62 3691.24 
220 19.77 307.01 3620.98 
221 19.78 307.44 3524.38 
222 19.81 308.30 3471.63 
223 19.81 308.30 3690.34 
224 19.82 308.39 3772.58 
225 19.83 308.91 3789.69 
226 19.84 309.17 3653.07 
227 19.88 310.47 3881.47 
228 19.90 310.99 3622.69 
229 19.90 310.99 3602.43 
230 19.90 310.99 3685.20 
231 19.90 311.16 3418.51 
232 19.92 311.59 3977.81 
233 19.96 312.89 3668.74 
234 19.99 313.75 3746.83 
235 20.00 314.10 3613.62 
236 20.01 314.36 4014.89 
237 20.01 314.45 3593.40 
238 20.03 315.05 3949.75 
239 20.03 315.22 3876.04 
240 20.05 315.74 3969.79 
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241 20.06 316.18 3870.58 
242 20.08 316.52 3779.28 
243 20.09 316.96 3665.14 
244 20.10 317.30 3961.64 
245 20.12 317.99 3708.16 
246 20.12 317.99 3940.10 
247 20.14 318.43 4081.00 
248 20.14 318.60 4142.78 
249 20.14 318.60 3709.00 
250 20.15 319.03 3577.35 
251 20.18 319.98 3596.72 
252 20.19 320.07 4143.60 
253 20.19 320.24 4068.95 
254 20.20 320.42 3938.78 
255 20.21 320.76 3550.88 
256 20.25 321.97 4171.94 
257 20.26 322.23 4120.86 
258 20.28 323.01 3999.51 
259 20.28 323.10 3865.44 
260 20.29 323.44 3646.63 
261 20.30 323.53 4043.79 
262 20.30 323.70 4144.06 
263 20.30 323.79 4088.09 
264 20.34 325.09 4175.75 
265 20.35 325.17 3946.73 
266 20.36 325.43 4090.05 
267 20.37 325.95 4104.80 
268 20.39 326.47 3977.69 
269 20.39 326.64 3965.78 
270 20.41 327.16 3949.11 
271 20.44 328.03 4051.22 
272 20.44 328.11 3914.80 
273 20.44 328.29 4270.21 
274 20.44 328.29 3904.81 
275 20.47 329.07 3939.92 
276 20.50 330.19 3949.11 
277 20.52 330.80 3990.78 
278 20.52 330.80 4293.55 
279 20.55 331.75 4522.11 
280 20.56 332.09 4221.67 
281 20.56 332.09 3975.39 
282 20.57 332.44 4229.55 
283 20.59 332.87 3966.86 
284 20.60 333.13 3899.97 
285 20.62 334.08 4156.79 
286 20.62 334.08 3925.47 
287 20.63 334.26 4271.67 
288 20.63 334.34 4175.22 
289 20.65 335.03 4027.04 
290 20.66 335.29 4421.14 
291 20.68 335.99 4448.56 
292 20.69 336.25 3995.29 
293 20.71 336.94 4086.15 
294 20.75 338.24 4092.01 
295 20.78 339.19 4401.00 
296 20.78 339.27 4418.00 
297 20.82 340.48 3956.67 
298 20.83 340.66 4216.76 
299 20.85 371.89 4455.57 
300 20.86 341.70 4448.86 
301 20.87 341.96 4233.03 
302 20.87 342.04 4518.20 
303 20.91 343.34 4102.48 
304 20.91 343.51 4611.26 
305 20.92 343.86 4612.90 
306 20.93 344.20 4610.96 
307 20.96 344.90 4335.60 
308 20.96 344.90 4205.83 
309 20.96 344.98 4541.88 
310 20.99 345.93 4167.36 
311 20.99 346.11 4424.52 
312 21.01 346.63 4470.68 
313 21.01 346.71 4637.57 
314 21.03 347.40 4110.63 
315 21.07 348.70 4647.79 
316 21.09 349.31 4470.34 
317 21.12 350.35 4327.62 
318 21.13 350.61 4706.57 
319 21.14 350.87 4500.59 
320 21.16 351.73 4432.81 
321 21.16 351.82 4295.67 
322 21.17 351.99 4780.81 
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323 21.18 352.25 4483.07 
324 21.19 352.68 4486.88 
325 21.20 352.94 4428.48 
326 21.22 353.55 4395.28 
327 21.22 353.81 4171.88 
328 21.22 353.81 4476.31 
329 21.23 354.15 4781.57 
330 21.25 354.58 4735.49 
331 21.26 355.10 4359.02 
332 21.29 355.88 4281.52 
333 21.29 356.06 4759.61 
334 21.30 356.31 4805.13 
335 21.32 357.09 4868.85 
336 21.33 357.44 4408.63 
337 21.36 358.48 4454.25 
338 21.39 359.43 4792.04 
339 21.40 359.78 4749.58 
340 21.41 359.86 4749.26 
341 21.43 360.81 4877.29 
342 21.44 360.99 4508.51 
343 21.45 361.33 4630.24 
344 21.46 361.59 4652.72 
345 21.46 361.68 4985.59 
346 21.48 362.28 4682.99 
347 21.48 362.37 4692.95 
348 21.50 362.98 4408.39 
349 21.51 363.49 4816.76 
350 21.55 364.88 4521.49 
351 21.56 365.22 4966.45 
352 21.58 365.83 4686.11 
353 21.59 366.00 4701.74 
354 21.61 366.87 4993.72 
355 21.62 367.13 4761.03 
356 21.62 367.21 4509.41 
357 21.64 367.73 4756.35 
358 21.66 368.34 5089.56 
359 21.67 368.69 4889.38 
360 21.68 369.12 4722.74 
361 21.73 370.85 5029.27 
362 21.74 371.28 5062.62 
363 21.76 371.89 5084.15 
364 21.77 372.15 5126.01 
365 21.78 372.49 4626.90 
366 21.81 447.75 4868.09 
367 21.82 374.05 5010.69 
368 21.86 375.26 4856.36 
369 21.88 375.87 4816.96 
370 21.89 376.47 4321.13 
371 21.92 377.25 5227.14 
372 21.92 377.42 4866.58 
373 21.95 378.55 4763.56 
374 21.97 379.24 5295.20 
375 21.98 379.33 2996.86 
376 22.02 380.88 5237.17 
377 22.04 381.57 4236.18 
378 22.05 382.01 5388.46 
379 22.06 382.09 4978.86 
380 22.11 383.82 5093.18 
381 22.11 383.91 5311.75 
382 22.11 384.08 4820.10 
383 22.11 384.08 5289.49 
384 22.16 385.73 5103.49 
385 22.16 385.73 4959.27 
386 22.19 386.59 5000.26 
387 22.22 387.63 5300.74 
388 22.26 389.01 5363.30 
389 22.26 389.19 5602.68 
390 22.28 389.79 5336.45 
391 22.29 390.22 5016.11 
392 22.33 391.61 5448.47 
393 22.35 392.21 5044.48 
394 22.35 392.47 5027.24 
395 22.36 392.82 4954.36 
396 22.38 393.51 5520.45 
397 22.43 395.07 5297.80 
398 22.43 395.16 5623.00 
399 22.44 395.33 5419.18 
400 22.44 395.50 5413.80 
401 22.50 397.75 5361.21 
402 22.54 398.96 5172.23 
403 22.55 399.22 5287.11 
404 22.56 399.65 5260.79 
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405 22.57 399.91 5657.81 
406 22.58 400.43 5536.37 
407 22.59 400.69 5339.64 
408 22.60 401.04 5364.02 
409 22.60 401.12 5445.29 
410 22.63 402.16 5022.62 
411 22.64 402.51 4971.78 
412 22.64 402.51 5210.96 
413 22.65 402.77 5462.54 
414 22.70 404.58 5332.37 
415 22.70 404.76 5341.00 
416 22.73 405.88 5600.02 
417 22.74 405.97 5947.52 
418 22.75 406.40 5828.48 
419 22.95 413.84 5800.52 
420 22.97 414.53 5947.88 
421 23.03 416.52 6058.64 
422 23.04 416.78 5651.93 
423 23.08 418.51 5848.24 
424 23.09 418.69 5752.33 
425 23.17 421.63 5620.60 
426 23.17 421.71 5849.52 
427 23.21 423.27 5882.41 
428 23.22 423.44 5581.89 
429 23.23 423.88 5629.75 
430 23.24 424.22 5515.29 
431 23.30 426.30 5922.80 
432 23.31 426.82 5858.49 
433 23.31 426.90 5985.18 
434 23.38 429.50 6115.51 
435 23.42 430.97 6435.83 
436 23.43 431.06 5949.91 
437 23.45 431.83 5936.09 
438 23.46 432.09 5859.71 
439 23.50 433.91 5935.27 
440 23.56 435.99 6019.35 
441 23.58 436.76 5689.70 
442 23.62 438.24 6110.76 
443 23.72 442.04 5834.02 
444 23.82 445.67 6185.87 
445 23.93 449.57 5962.26 
446 23.93 449.74 6534.11 
447 23.98 451.73 6742.33 
448 24.01 452.68 6293.52 
449 24.08 455.45 6586.68 
450 24.11 456.66 6273.33 
451 24.18 459.08 6616.18 
452 24.22 460.90 2602.49 
453 24.23 460.99 6017.70 
454 24.29 463.49 6155.32 
455 24.30 463.67 6298.89 
456 24.53 472.40 6748.94 
457 24.64 476.73 6693.79 
458 24.66 477.51 2480.51 
459 24.76 481.66 7560.06 
460 24.95 488.84 3761.50 
461 25.00 490.92 6968.25 
462 25.04 492.30 7385.03 
463 25.10 494.72 7663.67 
464 25.49 510.38 7275.66 
465 25.67 517.39 7483.70 
466 25.74 520.42 7289.27 
467 25.94 528.29 8030.67 
468 27.82 608.04 10329.57 
469 28.44 865.83 4481.36 
470 29.56 686.07 5281.61 
471 30.81 745.76 7233.68 
472 32.53 831.23 8321.79 
473 34.27 922.15 11742.43 
474 38.16 1143.86 15427.22 
475 40.43 1283.91 38984.52 













1 6.48 32.96 4631.49 
2 8.77 60.47 10718.33 
3 8.79 60.73 11695.36 
4 8.85 61.51 10027.96 
5 8.89 62.11 10762.31 
6 9.41 69.55 11816.32 
7 9.47 70.50 12478.41 
8 9.53 71.37 11541.43 
9 9.56 71.80 12415.57 
10 9.59 72.23 14657.89 
11 9.63 72.84 15048.23 
12 9.76 74.83 12189.38 
13 9.77 75.00 12855.40 
14 9.77 75.00 12889.95 
15 9.80 75.43 13585.82 
16 9.83 75.87 13190.76 
17 9.85 76.21 14754.49 
18 9.86 76.38 17859.95 
19 9.86 76.38 13570.11 
20 9.88 76.64 13622.73 
21 9.88 76.73 15665.55 
22 9.90 76.90 14668.10 
23 9.90 76.90 13583.46 
24 9.91 77.08 14590.34 
25 9.97 78.03 15682.05 
26 10.02 78.81 15923.95 
27 10.02 78.89 14303.67 
28 10.04 79.15 14109.68 
29 10.06 79.50 15654.56 
30 10.06 79.50 15258.72 
31 10.07 79.58 15349.82 
32 10.07 79.67 14187.43 
33 10.08 79.76 14515.73 
34 10.08 79.84 14917.85 
35 10.10 80.10 14546.36 
36 10.12 80.36 13852.85 
37 10.12 80.45 14472.53 
38 10.13 80.54 14467.03 
39 10.13 80.54 17505.74 
40 10.14 80.80 15491.19 
41 10.18 81.40 16187.06 
42 10.19 81.57 13836.36 
43 10.20 81.66 15484.12 
44 10.21 81.83 16133.65 
45 10.22 82.01 17258.34 
46 10.23 82.18 16830.30 
47 10.31 83.48 14845.60 
48 10.33 83.74 18167.83 
49 10.36 84.26 17399.71 
50 10.41 85.03 16783.96 
51 10.42 85.21 14623.33 
52 10.42 85.21 17360.44 
53 10.44 85.64 16204.33 
54 10.45 85.73 16161.14 
55 10.46 85.99 17110.68 
56 10.47 86.16 14394.78 
57 10.48 86.25 18573.10 
58 10.51 86.68 16049.61 
59 10.51 86.76 17666.75 
60 10.52 86.94 18535.40 
61 10.53 87.02 17519.88 
62 10.55 87.37 18793.01 
63 10.55 87.37 17244.20 
64 10.55 87.46 19609.82 
65 10.56 87.54 15633.35 
66 10.56 87.63 20142.32 
67 10.57 87.72 18078.29 
68 10.61 88.41 17577.21 
69 10.61 88.41 19773.97 
70 10.61 88.41 17841.10 
71 10.63 88.67 18555.03 
72 10.63 88.67 18351.61 
73 10.63 88.75 17083.20 
74 10.64 88.84 17548.15 
75 10.65 89.01 17201.79 
76 10.65 89.10 18634.36 
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77 10.66 89.27 20480.04 
78 10.67 89.36 17987.19 
79 10.68 89.53 17512.02 
80 10.68 89.53 15806.92 
81 10.68 89.62 19953.83 
82 10.69 89.71 19073.39 
83 10.71 90.05 17234.78 
84 10.72 90.22 19283.10 
85 10.73 90.48 18006.82 
86 10.75 90.74 16439.17 
87 10.76 90.92 18319.41 
88 10.78 91.35 18009.97 
89 10.79 91.52 19171.57 
90 10.79 91.52 16797.31 
91 10.80 91.61 18925.74 
92 10.82 91.87 19128.37 
93 10.82 91.96 24020.62 
94 10.83 92.13 19008.21 
95 10.84 92.30 18579.38 
96 10.84 92.30 18591.16 
97 10.85 92.47 17745.29 
98 10.85 92.47 19104.81 
99 10.85 92.47 18737.24 
100 10.88 92.91 16845.22 
101 10.88 92.99 21221.46 
102 10.89 93.08 18155.26 
103 10.89 93.17 18793.01 
104 10.92 93.69 19140.15 
105 10.94 94.03 19889.42 
106 11.00 95.07 19224.19 
107 11.01 95.16 17813.62 
108 11.02 95.42 17850.53 
109 11.04 95.67 18582.52 
110 11.04 95.76 21257.59 
111 11.05 95.93 17531.66 
112 11.06 96.02 21185.33 
113 11.07 96.28 18910.82 
114 11.10 96.80 21300.00 
115 11.11 96.97 18319.41 
116 11.12 97.15 19034.12 
117 11.14 97.40 19842.30 
118 11.14 97.49 20943.43 
119 11.15 97.66 20263.27 
120 11.15 97.66 20584.50 
121 11.16 97.75 20326.89 
122 11.16 97.84 19511.65 
123 11.16 97.84 20924.58 
124 11.18 98.10 19568.20 
125 11.18 98.10 20956.78 
126 11.19 98.27 22288.81 
127 11.19 98.36 18760.02 
128 11.22 98.79 20056.71 
129 11.23 98.96 19417.40 
130 11.25 99.48 21149.20 
131 11.26 99.57 19495.94 
132 11.26 99.57 19756.69 
133 11.27 99.83 20801.27 
134 11.27 99.83 21213.60 
135 11.29 100.09 22107.39 
136 11.30 100.26 20840.54 
137 11.33 100.78 22806.39 
138 11.36 101.38 21230.10 
139 11.37 101.47 19377.34 
140 11.39 101.90 21954.23 
141 11.39 101.90 19287.02 
142 11.39 101.90 22403.48 
143 11.44 102.85 22667.38 
144 11.45 102.94 22248.76 
145 11.45 103.03 24600.24 
146 11.47 103.37 21978.58 
147 11.48 103.55 22983.89 
148 11.49 103.63 21570.96 
149 11.50 103.89 22355.57 
150 11.52 104.15 24006.48 
151 11.53 104.41 24531.91 
152 11.55 104.84 23551.73 
153 11.56 104.93 22311.59 
154 11.56 104.93 21442.94 
155 11.57 105.10 23691.54 
156 11.57 105.10 22880.22 
157 11.58 105.36 21225.39 
158 11.60 105.71 23132.33 
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159 11.62 106.06 21530.12 
160 11.63 106.23 23828.98 
161 11.65 106.66 23748.08 
162 11.66 106.83 25485.39 
163 11.70 107.53 24950.53 
164 11.71 107.70 24820.94 
165 11.74 108.22 23018.45 
166 11.76 108.65 23588.65 
167 11.78 109.00 26855.90 
168 11.79 109.17 26249.58 
169 11.81 109.52 24363.84 
170 11.81 109.60 24767.53 
171 11.82 109.78 24106.23 
172 11.87 110.73 24374.83 
173 11.91 111.42 25208.14 
174 12.02 113.41 26279.42 
175 12.03 113.67 26101.92 
176 12.03 113.67 25465.75 
177 12.07 114.36 26955.65 
178 12.09 114.88 27666.44 
179 12.10 115.05 29106.86 
180 12.14 115.83 26203.24 
181 12.16 116.18 29151.62 
182 12.23 117.56 29549.04 
183 12.25 117.91 28907.36 
184 12.30 118.77 28102.33 
185 12.35 119.81 27801.52 
186 12.43 121.28 28465.19 
187 12.43 121.28 28673.32 
188 12.45 121.80 28115.68 
189 12.46 121.89 29680.20 
190 12.67 126.12 31401.00 
191 12.67 126.12 30898.35 
192 12.74 127.42 31918.58 
193 12.75 127.68 32623.08 
194 13.25 137.98 34760.15 
195 13.53 143.77 38619.60 
196 16.03 201.90 67551.31 
197 18.87 279.67 125647.21 
198 19.13 287.37 158977.94 
199 21.93 377.77 191626.16 
200 23.53 434.95 128522.46 
201 23.85 446.80 254650.43 





















1 7.92 49.22 166.90 
2 8.47 56.31 235.42 
3 8.68 59.17 213.11 
4 8.99 63.49 173.00 
5 9.11 65.22 272.16 
6 9.13 65.40 269.67 
7 9.13 65.40 304.50 
8 9.16 65.92 332.57 
9 9.19 66.26 280.58 
10 9.20 66.44 301.18 
11 9.22 66.78 314.07 
12 9.23 66.96 466.30 
13 9.25 67.21 269.35 
14 9.27 67.56 317.58 
15 9.28 67.65 335.19 
16 9.29 67.82 342.48 
17 9.31 68.08 352.59 
18 9.33 68.43 338.95 
19 9.36 68.77 364.82 
20 9.38 69.12 325.08 
21 9.40 69.46 305.55 
22 9.41 69.55 318.62 
23 9.42 69.64 334.97 
24 9.42 69.72 362.81 
25 9.43 69.90 345.06 
26 9.45 70.07 319.16 
27 9.46 70.33 373.44 
28 9.47 70.50 366.22 
29 9.48 70.59 365.10 
30 9.49 70.67 330.09 
31 9.50 70.85 349.92 
32 9.52 71.19 335.83 
33 9.53 71.28 380.71 
34 9.53 71.28 349.66 
35 9.53 71.37 415.18 
36 9.54 71.45 346.40 
37 9.56 71.80 323.30 
38 9.58 72.06 338.37 
39 9.58 72.15 325.40 
40 9.59 72.23 409.38 
41 9.60 72.40 380.49 
42 9.61 72.49 334.81 
43 9.61 72.49 331.47 
44 9.62 72.66 377.65 
45 9.62 72.66 342.16 
46 9.62 72.66 374.32 
47 9.63 72.84 352.69 
48 9.64 72.92 335.67 
49 9.65 73.10 408.87 
50 9.66 73.27 349.06 
51 9.66 73.36 333.15 
52 9.69 73.70 350.50 
53 9.70 73.96 383.45 
54 9.71 74.05 312.73 
55 9.71 74.05 411.06 
56 9.72 74.13 345.56 
57 9.72 74.22 344.26 
58 9.72 74.22 374.83 
59 9.73 74.39 394.10 
60 9.73 74.39 352.35 
61 9.74 74.48 350.72 
62 9.74 74.57 319.84 
63 9.74 74.57 323.86 
64 9.75 74.65 335.59 
65 9.75 74.65 388.80 
66 9.77 74.91 365.90 
67 9.77 75.00 377.89 
68 9.78 75.09 317.23 
69 9.78 75.17 333.87 
70 9.79 75.35 307.99 
71 9.79 75.35 373.72 
72 9.79 75.35 384.15 
73 9.80 75.43 422.47 
74 9.81 75.52 336.43 
75 9.81 75.52 335.97 
76 9.81 75.52 400.79 
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77 9.81 75.61 390.76 
78 9.81 75.61 375.17 
79 9.82 75.69 356.27 
80 9.82 75.78 361.59 
81 9.83 75.95 464.16 
82 9.84 76.04 341.34 
83 9.84 76.04 392.58 
84 9.85 76.21 374.28 
85 9.85 76.21 404.51 
86 9.85 76.21 350.56 
87 9.85 76.21 345.06 
88 9.86 76.30 393.26 
89 9.86 76.30 365.84 
90 9.86 76.38 416.98 
91 9.86 76.38 330.85 
92 9.87 76.47 353.27 
93 9.88 76.64 398.05 
94 9.88 76.64 404.51 
95 9.88 76.64 394.18 
96 9.88 76.73 327.40 
97 9.89 76.82 429.45 
98 9.90 76.90 370.34 
99 9.90 76.99 331.45 
100 9.90 76.99 364.64 
101 9.91 77.08 424.69 
102 9.91 77.08 348.38 
103 9.91 77.16 387.80 
104 9.92 77.25 365.44 
105 9.92 77.25 459.76 
106 9.92 77.34 399.79 
107 9.93 77.42 388.06 
108 9.93 77.42 397.06 
109 9.93 77.51 428.45 
110 9.93 77.51 343.74 
111 9.93 77.51 413.30 
112 9.93 77.51 404.31 
113 9.94 77.60 413.38 
114 9.94 77.60 408.89 
115 9.94 77.60 388.42 
116 9.95 77.68 361.75 
117 9.95 77.68 358.13 
118 9.95 77.68 376.25 
119 9.95 77.68 389.68 
120 9.95 77.77 398.69 
121 9.95 77.77 381.53 
122 9.95 77.77 391.48 
123 9.96 77.85 405.75 
124 9.96 77.94 403.13 
125 9.96 77.94 380.25 
126 9.96 77.94 358.33 
127 9.97 78.03 356.33 
128 9.97 78.03 375.29 
129 9.97 78.11 375.99 
130 9.98 78.29 400.83 
131 9.98 78.29 422.03 
132 9.98 78.29 356.25 
133 9.98 78.29 407.23 
134 9.98 78.29 424.11 
135 9.99 78.37 385.17 
136 9.99 78.37 370.90 
137 9.99 78.37 377.17 
138 9.99 78.46 400.31 
139 9.99 78.46 380.87 
140 10.00 78.55 394.16 
141 10.00 78.55 388.50 
142 10.00 78.55 432.70 
143 10.00 78.55 386.68 
144 10.00 78.55 396.02 
145 10.01 78.63 386.18 
146 10.01 78.63 415.80 
147 10.02 78.89 385.37 
148 10.02 78.89 360.99 
149 10.02 78.89 392.56 
150 10.03 78.98 380.77 
151 10.03 79.07 435.90 
152 10.03 79.07 421.75 
153 10.03 79.07 401.39 
154 10.05 79.33 399.73 
155 10.06 79.41 379.79 
156 10.06 79.41 488.60 
157 10.06 79.50 440.08 
158 10.06 79.50 393.80 
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159 10.07 79.58 394.82 
160 10.07 79.67 391.20 
161 10.07 79.67 426.79 
162 10.08 79.76 355.90 
163 10.08 79.84 407.11 
164 10.08 79.84 376.45 
165 10.08 79.84 399.41 
166 10.09 80.02 411.98 
167 10.10 80.10 406.75 
168 10.10 80.10 390.68 
169 10.10 80.10 406.19 
170 10.10 80.19 418.36 
171 10.10 80.19 398.69 
172 10.10 80.19 400.93 
173 10.11 80.28 383.91 
174 10.12 80.36 417.20 
175 10.12 80.36 376.51 
176 10.12 80.45 372.18 
177 10.13 80.62 377.97 
178 10.14 80.71 375.57 
179 10.14 80.80 393.36 
180 10.14 80.80 404.11 
181 10.14 80.80 453.31 
182 10.14 80.80 404.43 
183 10.15 80.88 376.07 
184 10.16 81.06 442.98 
185 10.16 81.06 427.49 
186 10.16 81.06 403.17 
187 10.16 81.06 388.88 
188 10.16 81.14 410.38 
189 10.17 81.23 419.62 
190 10.17 81.23 414.80 
191 10.17 81.23 412.28 
192 10.17 81.23 472.91 
193 10.18 81.40 424.47 
194 10.19 81.49 402.29 
195 10.19 81.49 421.15 
196 10.19 81.57 398.11 
197 10.19 81.57 384.69 
198 10.19 81.57 399.97 
199 10.19 81.57 361.85 
200 10.19 81.57 382.53 
201 10.19 81.57 440.68 
202 10.20 81.66 386.24 
203 10.20 81.66 438.80 
204 10.20 81.66 414.00 
205 10.20 81.66 398.01 
206 10.20 81.75 385.65 
207 10.21 81.83 427.49 
208 10.21 81.83 466.75 
209 10.22 82.01 398.49 
210 10.22 82.09 425.59 
211 10.22 82.09 406.31 
212 10.22 82.09 455.50 
213 10.22 82.09 485.64 
214 10.23 82.18 415.74 
215 10.23 82.18 443.12 
216 10.23 82.18 390.88 
217 10.23 82.27 378.15 
218 10.23 82.27 424.27 
219 10.23 82.27 416.18 
220 10.24 82.35 357.25 
221 10.24 82.35 443.61 
222 10.25 82.44 424.75 
223 10.25 82.44 438.24 
224 10.25 82.53 430.43 
225 10.25 82.53 401.53 
226 10.25 82.53 388.92 
227 10.26 82.61 439.18 
228 10.26 82.70 402.95 
229 10.26 82.70 386.10 
230 10.26 82.70 441.84 
231 10.26 82.70 426.53 
232 10.26 82.70 424.91 
233 10.28 82.96 390.02 
234 10.28 82.96 426.83 
235 10.28 83.04 388.76 
236 10.28 83.04 395.52 
237 10.28 83.04 439.96 
238 10.28 83.04 493.13 
239 10.28 83.04 399.11 
240 10.29 83.13 437.64 
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241 10.29 83.22 438.72 
242 10.30 83.30 427.39 
243 10.30 83.39 416.34 
244 10.30 83.39 449.59 
245 10.31 83.56 396.32 
246 10.31 83.56 400.33 
247 10.31 83.56 398.57 
248 10.32 83.65 412.18 
249 10.32 83.65 435.26 
250 10.33 83.74 365.10 
251 10.33 83.74 424.09 
252 10.33 83.74 390.18 
253 10.33 83.82 385.85 
254 10.33 83.82 408.89 
255 10.33 83.82 440.50 
256 10.33 83.82 399.95 
257 10.34 83.91 458.16 
258 10.34 83.91 419.50 
259 10.34 83.91 456.14 
260 10.34 83.91 455.88 
261 10.34 84.00 433.28 
262 10.35 84.08 412.98 
263 10.35 84.08 510.72 
264 10.35 84.08 391.02 
265 10.35 84.08 396.82 
266 10.35 84.17 398.19 
267 10.35 84.17 440.00 
268 10.35 84.17 441.12 
269 10.36 84.26 385.77 
270 10.36 84.26 435.62 
271 10.36 84.26 423.23 
272 10.37 84.43 433.16 
273 10.37 84.43 460.72 
274 10.37 84.43 393.90 
275 10.37 84.52 460.18 
276 10.38 84.60 425.31 
277 10.38 84.69 387.84 
278 10.38 84.69 444.51 
279 10.38 84.69 437.68 
280 10.39 84.78 433.06 
281 10.39 84.78 481.88 
282 10.39 84.78 526.56 
283 10.39 84.78 414.06 
284 10.39 84.78 443.32 
285 10.39 84.78 433.16 
286 10.39 84.78 456.18 
287 10.39 84.78 434.90 
288 10.39 84.86 480.60 
289 10.39 84.86 421.87 
290 10.40 84.95 467.49 
291 10.40 84.95 488.94 
292 10.40 84.95 381.31 
293 10.40 84.95 439.76 
294 10.41 85.03 445.83 
295 10.41 85.03 476.91 
296 10.41 85.03 433.44 
297 10.41 85.12 453.35 
298 10.41 85.12 481.52 
299 10.41 85.12 387.22 
300 10.41 85.12 423.49 
301 10.42 85.21 400.39 
302 10.42 85.29 441.66 
303 10.42 85.29 421.01 
304 10.42 85.29 401.45 
305 10.43 85.38 441.80 
306 10.43 85.47 420.75 
307 10.43 85.47 443.93 
308 10.44 85.55 415.30 
309 10.44 85.55 440.82 
310 10.44 85.64 517.91 
311 10.44 85.64 480.64 
312 10.45 85.73 484.02 
313 10.45 85.81 423.93 
314 10.46 85.90 396.36 
315 10.46 85.90 437.06 
316 10.46 85.90 412.80 
317 10.46 85.90 509.14 
318 10.46 85.90 477.83 
319 10.46 85.99 454.25 
320 10.46 85.99 480.62 
321 10.46 85.99 441.82 
322 10.47 86.16 463.88 
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323 10.47 86.16 470.55 
324 10.47 86.16 456.58 
325 10.47 86.16 457.16 
326 10.49 86.42 490.77 
327 10.49 86.51 488.58 
328 10.49 86.51 458.62 
329 10.51 86.68 412.28 
330 10.51 86.68 408.53 
331 10.51 86.68 397.08 
332 10.51 86.68 454.09 
333 10.51 86.76 467.85 
334 10.52 86.85 510.28 
335 10.52 86.94 427.77 
336 10.52 86.94 443.22 
337 10.53 87.02 478.16 
338 10.53 87.02 481.46 
339 10.53 87.11 441.12 
340 10.53 87.11 462.68 
341 10.53 87.11 461.62 
342 10.53 87.11 443.24 
343 10.54 87.20 465.42 
344 10.54 87.20 472.49 
345 10.54 87.28 482.88 
346 10.55 87.37 453.53 
347 10.55 87.37 423.97 
348 10.55 87.37 465.68 
349 10.56 87.54 399.91 
350 10.56 87.63 496.11 
351 10.56 87.63 430.49 
352 10.56 87.63 428.21 
353 10.56 87.63 485.22 
354 10.56 87.63 505.22 
355 10.57 87.72 444.75 
356 10.57 87.72 456.70 
357 10.57 87.72 431.51 
358 10.57 87.72 501.76 
359 10.57 87.72 488.78 
360 10.57 87.72 420.44 
361 10.57 87.80 452.23 
362 10.58 87.89 483.28 
363 10.58 87.89 453.13 
364 10.58 87.89 406.13 
365 10.58 87.89 454.67 
366 10.58 87.98 513.49 
367 10.58 87.98 485.52 
368 10.59 88.06 480.70 
369 10.59 88.15 420.55 
370 10.59 88.15 501.40 
371 10.59 88.15 439.10 
372 10.59 88.15 488.22 
373 10.60 88.24 445.53 
374 10.60 88.32 520.89 
375 10.60 88.32 427.05 
376 10.61 88.41 454.73 
377 10.61 88.41 449.95 
378 10.61 88.49 476.29 
379 10.61 88.49 473.99 
380 10.62 88.58 479.70 
381 10.62 88.58 428.15 
382 10.63 88.67 482.38 
383 10.63 88.67 466.14 
384 10.63 88.67 455.96 
385 10.63 88.75 469.71 
386 10.64 88.84 472.97 
387 10.64 88.84 474.77 
388 10.65 89.01 478.90 
389 10.65 89.01 493.83 
390 10.65 89.01 430.61 
391 10.65 89.10 443.10 
392 10.65 89.10 469.85 
393 10.66 89.19 505.18 
394 10.66 89.19 481.54 
395 10.66 89.19 497.59 
396 10.66 89.19 479.32 
397 10.66 89.19 472.97 
398 10.66 89.19 517.05 
399 10.66 89.27 491.05 
400 10.66 89.27 455.54 
401 10.66 89.27 434.48 
402 10.66 89.27 460.30 
403 10.67 89.36 506.10 
404 10.67 89.36 553.08 
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405 10.67 89.45 472.39 
406 10.67 89.45 547.92 
407 10.67 89.45 478.84 
408 10.68 89.62 509.06 
409 10.68 89.62 471.01 
410 10.69 89.71 460.18 
411 10.69 89.79 465.06 
412 10.70 89.88 485.24 
413 10.70 89.97 476.55 
414 10.71 90.05 466.24 
415 10.71 90.05 477.67 
416 10.71 90.14 470.31 
417 10.72 90.22 536.85 
418 10.72 90.22 494.75 
419 10.72 90.22 455.34 
420 10.72 90.22 444.69 
421 10.72 90.22 490.63 
422 10.72 90.31 517.05 
423 10.72 90.31 471.89 
424 10.72 90.31 463.54 
425 10.73 90.40 453.95 
426 10.73 90.40 521.49 
427 10.73 90.48 476.23 
428 10.74 90.57 463.98 
429 10.74 90.66 504.30 
430 10.74 90.66 453.69 
431 10.74 90.66 520.35 
432 10.75 90.74 496.93 
433 10.75 90.74 474.73 
434 10.75 90.83 473.33 
435 10.76 91.00 495.23 
436 10.76 91.00 478.42 
437 10.76 91.00 535.52 
438 10.77 91.09 533.32 
439 10.77 91.09 483.52 
440 10.77 91.09 505.88 
441 10.77 91.09 486.44 
442 10.77 91.09 502.66 
443 10.77 91.18 500.65 
444 10.77 91.18 429.61 
445 10.77 91.18 456.30 
446 10.77 91.18 545.35 
447 10.77 91.18 511.54 
448 10.78 91.26 446.87 
449 10.78 91.35 459.24 
450 10.78 91.35 481.68 
451 10.78 91.35 539.19 
452 10.78 91.35 585.45 
453 10.78 91.35 473.35 
454 10.78 91.35 508.88 
455 10.79 91.44 538.79 
456 10.80 91.61 517.31 
457 10.80 91.61 562.13 
458 10.80 91.61 510.22 
459 10.81 91.70 470.17 
460 10.81 91.70 524.03 
461 10.81 91.78 497.89 
462 10.82 91.87 437.42 
463 10.82 91.87 569.25 
464 10.82 91.96 530.36 
465 10.82 91.96 503.22 
466 10.82 91.96 475.15 
467 10.83 92.04 502.70 
468 10.83 92.04 486.02 
469 10.83 92.13 515.13 
470 10.83 92.13 519.85 
471 10.84 92.21 441.50 
472 10.84 92.21 486.12 
473 10.84 92.30 504.46 
474 10.84 92.30 451.01 
475 10.84 92.30 486.10 
476 10.85 92.39 533.96 
477 10.85 92.39 453.27 
478 10.85 92.39 513.69 
479 10.85 92.39 498.55 
480 10.85 92.47 463.26 
481 10.85 92.47 494.23 
482 10.86 92.56 502.80 
483 10.86 92.56 509.36 
484 10.87 92.73 482.44 
485 10.87 92.73 441.12 
486 10.87 92.82 491.35 
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487 10.87 92.82 559.35 
488 10.88 92.91 433.44 
489 10.88 92.91 538.27 
490 10.88 92.99 514.49 
491 10.89 93.08 531.50 
492 10.89 93.08 518.45 
493 10.89 93.08 500.63 
494 10.89 93.08 542.67 
495 10.90 93.25 524.60 
496 10.90 93.25 479.14 
497 10.90 93.34 455.30 
498 10.90 93.34 497.25 
499 10.91 93.43 484.02 
500 10.91 93.43 558.50 
501 10.92 93.60 539.39 
502 10.92 93.60 487.98 
503 10.92 93.60 489.61 
504 10.92 93.69 561.71 
505 10.93 93.77 525.22 
506 10.93 93.86 512.16 
507 10.94 93.94 534.86 
508 10.94 93.94 493.57 
509 10.94 94.03 553.88 
510 10.95 94.12 505.44 
511 10.95 94.12 532.50 
512 10.95 94.20 469.09 
513 10.95 94.20 573.50 
514 10.96 94.29 516.13 
515 10.96 94.29 565.87 
516 10.96 94.38 472.01 
517 10.96 94.38 498.99 
518 10.97 94.46 518.99 
519 10.97 94.55 556.82 
520 10.97 94.55 577.40 
521 10.98 94.64 504.60 
522 10.98 94.64 504.18 
523 10.98 94.72 530.62 
524 10.98 94.72 533.26 
525 10.98 94.72 499.83 
526 10.99 94.81 548.36 
527 10.99 94.90 527.52 
528 10.99 94.90 521.35 
529 11.00 94.98 521.43 
530 11.00 94.98 498.21 
531 11.00 94.98 493.81 
532 11.00 94.98 545.09 
533 11.00 95.07 569.37 
534 11.01 95.16 496.91 
535 11.01 95.24 587.01 
536 11.02 95.33 513.83 
537 11.02 95.33 560.29 
538 11.02 95.33 483.54 
539 11.02 95.42 540.49 
540 11.03 95.50 528.60 
541 11.03 95.59 525.88 
542 11.03 95.59 511.70 
543 11.03 95.59 488.86 
544 11.04 95.67 565.41 
545 11.04 95.76 522.69 
546 11.05 95.93 535.44 
547 11.05 95.93 500.43 
548 11.05 95.93 505.90 
549 11.06 96.02 562.51 
550 11.06 96.02 544.97 
551 11.06 96.11 591.55 
552 11.06 96.11 534.86 
553 11.06 96.11 604.38 
554 11.06 96.11 531.52 
555 11.07 96.19 562.67 
556 11.07 96.19 548.86 
557 11.07 96.19 533.58 
558 11.07 96.19 566.25 
559 11.07 96.28 510.30 
560 11.07 96.28 531.18 
561 11.08 96.37 628.53 
562 11.08 96.45 516.87 
563 11.08 96.45 515.29 
564 11.09 96.54 500.41 
565 11.09 96.54 547.07 
566 11.09 96.54 603.44 
567 11.09 96.54 465.04 
568 11.09 96.54 547.28 
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569 11.09 96.63 476.15 
570 11.09 96.63 539.47 
571 11.09 96.63 476.43 
572 11.09 96.63 494.91 
573 11.09 96.63 504.98 
574 11.09 96.63 517.03 
575 11.10 96.71 519.37 
576 11.10 96.71 546.45 
577 11.10 96.71 476.39 
578 11.10 96.80 465.00 
579 11.10 96.80 506.78 
580 11.10 96.80 534.58 
581 11.10 96.80 564.07 
582 11.11 96.89 507.46 
583 11.11 96.89 541.25 
584 11.11 96.89 502.48 
585 11.11 96.97 538.27 
586 11.11 96.97 518.35 
587 11.11 96.97 597.40 
588 11.12 97.06 566.85 
589 11.12 97.06 536.89 
590 11.12 97.06 600.76 
591 11.12 97.06 520.97 
592 11.12 97.06 523.47 
593 11.12 97.15 526.50 
594 11.12 97.15 538.41 
595 11.12 97.15 564.45 
596 11.13 97.23 585.63 
597 11.13 97.23 520.35 
598 11.13 97.23 530.42 
599 11.13 97.23 531.56 
600 11.13 97.32 569.21 
601 11.13 97.32 531.72 
602 11.13 97.32 514.57 
603 11.14 97.40 590.99 
604 11.14 97.40 476.27 
605 11.14 97.49 538.51 
606 11.15 97.58 496.17 
607 11.15 97.58 482.24 
608 11.15 97.66 560.05 
609 11.15 97.66 475.30 
610 11.16 97.75 570.01 
611 11.16 97.75 519.93 
612 11.16 97.75 540.69 
613 11.17 97.92 507.46 
614 11.17 97.92 539.21 
615 11.17 98.01 558.02 
616 11.18 98.10 535.48 
617 11.18 98.10 542.53 
618 11.18 98.18 546.91 
619 11.18 98.18 565.97 
620 11.19 98.27 528.28 
621 11.19 98.27 549.88 
622 11.19 98.36 483.82 
623 11.20 98.44 623.42 
624 11.20 98.53 551.22 
625 11.20 98.53 555.28 
626 11.20 98.53 556.86 
627 11.20 98.53 531.98 
628 11.20 98.53 519.13 
629 11.21 98.70 573.12 
630 11.21 98.70 638.85 
631 11.22 98.79 604.75 
632 11.22 98.88 588.03 
633 11.22 98.88 521.81 
634 11.23 98.96 532.76 
635 11.23 99.05 588.83 
636 11.23 99.13 590.41 
637 11.24 99.22 607.85 
638 11.24 99.22 507.12 
639 11.24 99.31 538.85 
640 11.24 99.31 597.80 
641 11.24 99.31 547.46 
642 11.24 99.31 670.46 
643 11.24 99.31 573.24 
644 11.24 99.31 574.30 
645 11.25 99.39 619.60 
646 11.25 99.39 554.40 
647 11.25 99.39 579.50 
648 11.25 99.48 567.89 
649 11.25 99.48 561.17 
650 11.26 99.57 551.20 
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651 11.26 99.65 610.63 
652 11.27 99.74 577.48 
653 11.27 99.74 569.25 
654 11.27 99.74 536.39 
655 11.27 99.83 580.64 
656 11.28 99.91 583.81 
657 11.28 99.91 538.35 
658 11.28 99.91 552.94 
659 11.28 100.00 580.62 
660 11.28 100.00 612.23 
661 11.28 100.00 579.98 
662 11.29 100.09 617.52 
663 11.29 100.09 538.35 
664 11.29 100.17 569.61 
665 11.29 100.17 514.35 
666 11.30 100.26 568.57 
667 11.30 100.26 557.00 
668 11.31 100.52 543.19 
669 11.31 100.52 542.47 
670 11.31 100.52 562.75 
671 11.33 100.78 648.86 
672 11.33 100.87 543.83 
673 11.34 100.95 600.30 
674 11.34 101.04 645.56 
675 11.35 101.12 503.22 
676 11.35 101.21 542.25 
677 11.35 101.21 566.31 
678 11.35 101.21 618.76 
679 11.35 101.21 561.45 
680 11.36 101.38 622.78 
681 11.36 101.38 587.75 
682 11.36 101.38 619.50 
683 11.36 101.38 613.47 
684 11.37 101.47 502.42 
685 11.38 101.73 573.22 
686 11.38 101.73 602.28 
687 11.39 101.82 816.65 
688 11.39 101.82 527.72 
689 11.39 101.82 618.98 
690 11.39 101.90 622.62 
691 11.39 101.90 601.36 
692 11.40 101.99 584.55 
693 11.40 101.99 580.66 
694 11.40 102.08 557.82 
695 11.41 102.16 622.36 
696 11.41 102.16 510.54 
697 11.41 102.25 583.95 
698 11.41 102.34 595.62 
699 11.41 102.34 620.98 
700 11.41 102.34 599.22 
701 11.41 102.34 659.43 
702 11.43 102.68 615.35 
703 11.43 102.68 614.41 
704 11.44 102.77 626.38 
705 11.44 102.85 527.70 
706 11.45 103.03 659.39 
707 11.46 103.20 597.40 
708 11.46 103.20 631.29 
709 11.47 103.29 638.51 
710 11.47 103.29 612.65 
711 11.47 103.37 566.79 
712 11.48 103.46 490.31 
713 11.48 103.55 604.04 
714 11.48 103.55 636.77 
715 11.49 103.72 586.33 
716 11.50 103.81 510.94 
717 11.50 103.81 600.34 
718 11.50 103.89 648.74 
719 11.51 103.98 653.97 
720 11.51 104.07 532.96 
721 11.52 104.24 679.45 
722 11.53 104.33 686.00 
723 11.53 104.41 589.13 
724 11.53 104.41 633.29 
725 11.54 104.58 512.61 
726 11.54 104.58 609.93 
727 11.54 104.58 637.61 
728 11.54 104.67 616.80 
729 11.54 104.67 554.68 
730 11.55 104.76 520.59 
731 11.55 104.76 641.94 
732 11.56 104.93 597.14 
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733 11.56 104.93 763.26 
734 11.56 105.02 598.02 
735 11.56 105.02 595.16 
736 11.57 105.10 648.98 
737 11.57 105.10 660.93 
738 11.57 105.10 575.36 
739 11.57 105.10 636.03 
740 11.57 105.10 559.67 
741 11.58 105.28 651.01 
742 11.58 105.36 567.01 
743 11.58 105.36 621.10 
744 11.59 105.45 600.12 
745 11.59 105.45 582.61 
746 11.59 105.45 686.96 
747 11.59 105.54 639.07 
748 11.61 105.80 692.62 
749 11.61 105.80 617.40 
750 11.61 105.80 594.40 
751 11.61 105.80 639.92 
752 11.61 105.88 617.46 
753 11.61 105.88 636.03 
754 11.61 105.88 583.59 
755 11.63 106.23 612.23 
756 11.63 106.23 631.19 
757 11.63 106.23 645.56 
758 11.63 106.31 691.84 
759 11.63 106.31 666.66 
760 11.64 106.40 659.85 
761 11.64 106.49 558.50 
762 11.64 106.49 615.59 
763 11.65 106.66 606.71 
764 11.67 106.92 580.10 
765 11.68 107.09 608.35 
766 11.69 107.27 637.65 
767 11.69 107.27 701.25 
768 11.69 107.27 621.46 
769 11.69 107.35 674.29 
770 11.71 107.61 636.01 
771 11.71 107.70 728.99 
772 11.71 107.70 754.92 
773 11.71 107.79 674.71 
774 11.72 107.87 743.59 
775 11.72 107.87 622.58 
776 11.72 107.87 697.21 
777 11.72 107.96 712.88 
778 11.72 107.96 604.91 
779 11.73 108.04 631.63 
780 11.75 108.48 662.72 
781 11.76 108.56 654.31 
782 11.76 108.56 644.64 
783 11.76 108.65 657.49 
784 11.76 108.65 635.51 
785 11.78 109.00 637.57 
786 11.78 109.00 678.13 
787 11.79 109.17 669.20 
788 11.79 109.26 642.38 
789 11.80 109.34 720.55 
790 11.80 109.34 721.91 
791 11.80 109.43 675.29 
792 11.81 109.60 677.25 
793 11.82 109.69 643.36 
794 11.82 109.69 696.06 
795 11.82 109.78 667.94 
796 11.82 109.78 685.66 
797 11.82 109.78 610.23 
798 11.83 109.86 588.51 
799 11.83 109.86 645.70 
800 11.83 109.95 607.19 
801 11.84 110.03 687.76 
802 11.86 110.55 708.90 
803 11.86 110.55 605.03 
804 11.86 110.55 688.26 
805 11.87 110.64 663.64 
806 11.87 110.73 731.23 
807 11.87 110.73 634.09 
808 11.88 110.90 704.11 
809 11.89 110.99 662.48 
810 11.89 111.07 747.57 
811 11.89 111.07 671.14 
812 11.90 111.16 665.28 
813 11.91 111.33 743.75 
814 11.92 111.59 666.94 
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815 11.93 111.76 699.09 
816 11.93 111.85 770.77 
817 11.94 112.02 639.03 
818 11.94 112.02 641.90 
819 11.95 112.11 666.96 
820 11.95 112.11 747.55 
821 11.96 112.28 622.70 
822 11.96 112.28 635.41 
823 11.97 112.46 678.49 
824 11.98 112.63 676.29 
825 11.98 112.63 617.72 
826 11.98 112.80 708.39 
827 11.99 112.89 676.19 
828 11.99 112.98 680.91 
829 11.99 112.98 691.58 
830 12.00 113.15 668.60 
831 12.00 113.15 691.00 
832 12.01 113.24 743.43 
833 12.01 113.32 664.98 
834 12.01 113.32 738.52 
835 12.03 113.58 699.05 
836 12.04 113.93 707.91 
837 12.05 114.01 709.62 
838 12.05 114.10 737.60 
839 12.06 114.27 790.91 
840 12.07 114.36 687.60 
841 12.07 114.45 850.84 
842 12.08 114.62 733.22 
843 12.08 114.62 676.13 
844 12.10 115.05 691.44 
845 12.10 115.05 713.78 
846 12.11 115.14 651.75 
847 12.11 115.22 719.30 
848 12.12 115.31 624.84 
849 12.12 115.31 675.69 
850 12.14 115.66 749.59 
851 12.14 115.74 688.28 
852 12.14 115.83 739.50 
853 12.14 115.83 712.82 
854 12.15 115.92 690.60 
855 12.16 116.18 697.07 
856 12.16 116.18 714.36 
857 12.17 116.26 667.62 
858 12.17 116.35 814.85 
859 12.17 116.35 786.76 
860 12.18 116.44 785.42 
861 12.18 116.44 739.26 
862 12.18 116.44 730.11 
863 12.18 116.61 672.12 
864 12.19 116.78 745.37 
865 12.20 116.87 748.39 
866 12.20 116.96 781.12 
867 12.20 116.96 720.29 
868 12.20 116.96 769.05 
869 12.21 117.04 734.80 
870 12.21 117.04 713.64 
871 12.22 117.21 691.58 
872 12.22 117.30 726.63 
873 12.23 117.39 773.83 
874 12.23 117.39 755.98 
875 12.23 117.47 805.94 
876 12.23 117.47 738.08 
877 12.24 117.73 681.07 
878 12.24 117.73 796.93 
879 12.25 117.91 689.34 
880 12.25 117.91 755.24 
881 12.28 118.43 774.09 
882 12.29 118.60 763.24 
883 12.29 118.69 791.23 
884 12.30 118.77 736.90 
885 12.31 118.94 713.96 
886 12.32 119.12 714.48 
887 12.32 119.12 748.19 
888 12.32 119.20 755.68 
889 12.32 119.29 732.16 
890 12.34 119.64 734.28 
891 12.34 119.64 793.35 
892 12.34 119.64 721.93 
893 12.34 119.64 809.24 
894 12.36 120.07 745.25 
895 12.36 120.07 742.90 
896 12.38 120.33 721.27 
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897 12.39 120.50 848.90 
898 12.40 120.85 711.24 
899 12.41 121.02 876.82 
900 12.46 121.89 771.57 
901 12.47 122.15 855.26 
902 12.48 122.23 767.85 
903 12.48 122.32 782.08 
904 12.49 122.58 847.56 
905 12.51 122.92 776.87 
906 12.52 123.10 702.57 
907 12.56 123.88 825.70 
908 12.56 123.88 798.07 
909 12.56 123.88 759.78 
910 12.56 123.96 766.85 
911 12.59 124.48 871.76 
912 12.59 124.48 777.58 
913 12.59 124.48 848.68 
914 12.59 124.57 776.79 
915 12.65 125.61 804.72 
916 12.65 125.78 771.31 
917 12.69 126.56 843.69 
918 12.74 127.51 802.08 
919 12.75 127.68 818.73 
920 12.81 128.89 785.22 
921 12.84 129.50 836.29 
922 12.90 130.71 920.32 
923 12.94 131.49 858.27 
924 12.96 132.01 870.90 
925 13.17 136.16 924.70 
926 13.38 140.57 969.04 
927 13.48 253.29 1390.16 
928 13.66 146.54 1143.43 
929 13.97 153.37 441.36 
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APPENDIX E: EFECT OF BUBBLING ON THE GROWTH OF 
A. CATENELLA  
 
Figure 17. Growth rate of A. catenella in non-bubbling and bubbling treatments. The results 
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